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Bomb
threat
is hoax

Progress staff report
- A university student was charged
Thursday with terroristic threatening
as a result of a bomb threat made to
the Wallace Building.
Peggy Lee Payne, a 19-year-old
native of Florence, was arrested by
university officers and taken to the
Madison County Jail.
According to Kentucky Criminal
Law manual, a person is guilty of terroristic threatening when a "defendent
intentionally makes false statements
for the purpose of causing evacuation
of a building, place of assembly, or
facility of public transportation."
According to Wynn Walker, assistant director of public safety, a bomb
threat was received at 2 p.m. at the
university's communication center in
the Coates Building.
James Keith, director of communications services, said the female caller
reported that a bomb was placed
somewhere in the Wallace Building
and then hung up. Within four
minutes. Keith pinpointed the location
of the call.
A team of five officials, including
Thomas Lindquist, director of public
safety, searched the Wallace Building.
No bomb was found; however, the
group decided not to evacuate the
building.
According to Walker, the nature and
origin of the call was the reason the
building wasn't evacuated.
Officers went to Payne's room in
Case Hall but the room was empty.
Upon further investigation, the
suspect was arrested in a classroom in
the Wallace Building.
Walker attributed the apprehensive
of the suspect to the new computer
system the university installed this
summer.
The bomb threat was the third in the
last year, but it marked the first time
a suspect was located.
Payne was released on bond from
the Madison County Jal.
The $2,600 surety bond was posted
by Charles Payne.
Payne is scheduled to appear in
Madison County District Court on
Oct. 26 to face the misdemeanor
charges.
t The charge of terroristic threatening
is a Class A misdemeanor and is
punishable by a 8500 fine, a year in jail
or both.
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Faculty Senate
seeks alternative
evaluation plan
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Sponge bath

Diane Prince, of Combs Hall was the target in a wet game last weekend at the Combs Hall Jamboree. The hall staff sponsered
the Saturday event which included games, musk and other activities, to encourage students to stay on campus for the weekend.,

Alumni Career Network offers
extended services to university
By Thomas Barr
Editor
In an effort to better serve the entire
university community, the Division of
Career Development and Placement
(CD&P) initiated an Alumni Career
Network this summer.
The network' links alumni in
different cities to the university in an
effort to help the university in various
ways.
Kurt Zimmerman, director of
CD&P, said he got the idea for the network from a similar program he is involved with at his alma mater, Bowling Green State University.
"We're not rediscovering the
wheel," said Zimmerman. "We just
took the ideas and made them fit the
situation at Eastern."
This
summer.
the
Alumni
Association sent out a survey to the
former graduates to update its files
and several of the questions ask if any
of them would volunteer to work for
the university.
"I feel very good about having 130
alumni coordinators on the first
approach without knowing how much
time or work it will take," said
Zimmerman. "Of those who responded
favorably, we sent them more detailed

Board extends funding
faculty authors
By Deborah Patterson
Staff writer
-The Board of Regents recently passed a bill, proposed by the Faculty
Senate, to extend the subject range of
faculty-authored books that may be
considered for subsidy by the
university.
The bill amid the university would
"continue and expand subvention of
scholarly books."
Previously, funds have been
available to help instructors with the
coats of onry those faculty-authored
books that were accepted for publication by the University Press of
Kentucky.
. The new policy allows monetary aid
to be given for those books accepted
for. publication by any publisher approved by the Senate.
. Problems arose with the old policy
when it was discovered that the
University Press of Kentucky
published books covering only a
limited range of subjects.
-1 /They're not willing to publish all
equally scholarly works. They don't
publish textbooks, they don't publish
science books and they don't publish
%aokj in many other areas," said Dr.
Wallace Dixon, chairman of the EKU
University Prase of Kentucky

See Page II

Committee.
This limitation of subject matter left
many faculty members without hope
of getting financial support for their
books from the university.
This inequity was discovered by Dr.
Bruce MacLaren, chairman of the
department of natural sciences.
"No single scholarly university
press can be expected to publish every
type of scholarly work," said
MacLaren.
MacLaren's own, book on 13th
century cosmetology did not fit into
the University Press of Kentucky's
publishing criteria, and consequently,
could not be considered for financial
support by Eastern.
"Knowing that I cared, MacLaren
brought this proposal to me to see if
my committee would back him in
presenting it to the Senate We hacked
it over, revised it slightly, and then he
presented it to the Faculty Senate,"
said Dixon.
Over the 13 years of the consortium
between University Press of Kentucky
and EKU, only seven or eight books
have been partially funded by Eastern.
The new policy, with a yearly budget
of $10,000 should be able to publish at
least two books a year.
(See AUTHORS. Back Page).

information.
"The coorduiators are ready to begin
working."
The hopes of Zimmerman is to have
these university
coordinators
nationwide.
After the initial organizational
period of 18 months, Zimmerman said
he will then determine the success of
the program and identify the
weaknesses of the network.
Currently, Zimmerman is trying to
get the coordinators into action.
"The coordinators are asked to
perform five functions tor us," said
Zimmerman.
First, the volunteers are responsible
for providing students with career
options based on their personal
experiences.
"It's not a financial thing, but we're
■■king for s donation of service," said
Zimmerman. He added the alumni
could talk with the students and really
explain the "nuts and bolts" of their
profession, which could help the future
graduate decide on what field to go
into.

Second, the relocation of university
graduates and faculty members into a
new area could be eased by the
network volunteers.
Zimmerman said the established
alumni could help someone unfamiliar
to the area fed more at ease and adjust
to the new situation easier.
Third, the alumni would help
establish -an area contact for
university services.
"If alumni in a particular area
needed information about the
university, from getting ticket
information to just wanting to know
what is going on. he could get it from
these contacts," said Zimmerman.
"And the network coordinators may
eventually setup local alumni chapters
in their areas."
Fourth, the network would have an
intrigal part in recruiting students for
the university.
"We may not be able to cover a
College Night at a high school, but the
alumni can." said Zimmerman.
"Getting new students to attend the
(See ALUMNI. Back Page)

By Mark Campbell
Managing editor
As a result of a poll of faculty
members the university will seek an
alternative to the present student
faculty evaluation process.
University president Dr. J.C. Powell
presented the results of the poll conducted earlier this year at the Oct. 3
Faculty Senate meeting
The results of that poD had been requested by the Faculty Senate at its
September meeting.
The survey consisted of two
questions:
1 (Should mandatory student
evaluation be continued in the college
during the 1983 Fall Semester?
2|Should the student evaluations
for the 1983 Spring Semester be used
by the promotion and tenure committees during the 1983-84 academic '
year?
The faculty voted against both
issues by the total of 263-168 on question one and 254-126 on question two.
According to Senator Paul Blanchard, professor of political science,
faculty evaluations are not working
the way they were designed to.
Blanchard originally proposed mandatory student evaluations in 1978 as
process of evaluating teaching.
However, upon seeing how student
evaluations were being used and abused in April 1983. Blanchard said he
proposed that they be suspended for
study and modification.
The Faculty Senate approved that
proposal, but Powell said that due to
a lack of uniformity, the evaluations
were not suspended last spring as the
Senate had requested.
"We actually went ahead with it last
spring because some colleges had proceeded with their evaluations and we
felt that since some had, we should go
ahead with the evaluation process,"
said Powell.
Powell said the faculty did not want
to abolish the evaluation process, but
they did want to "find or develop a
better instrument for evaluation."
"There certainly is a great deal to be
gained by using student evaluations,
but it needs to be done differently."
said Powell "All of us who have
taught or are teaching are continuously learning to teach. Teaching is an art."
Powell said that one complaint the
faculty expressed was that there was
"too heavy of a reliance on the results
of the evaluations in matters concerning promotion and tenure."
"Some faculty think that they've
been abused by the process and that
the process is being abused." said
Blanchard.

"When the concept was proposed it
was always stated that the primary
purpose was to allow faculty members
to evaluate their teaching'' said Blanchard. "Very little of that has been
done."
"Particular comments of particular
students have been used by promotion
and tenure committees." said Blanchard. "It's just appalling that they've
been used that way." ,
Student Association president Annette Ohlmam said she thinks evaluations should be used universally on
campus and they should have more impact than just as a teaching tool.
"Why have an evaluation system if
it is not going to be used in a effective
manner." said Ohlmann. "It should
not necessarily affect tenure and
salary, but it should affect teachers in
some way."
Blanchard said that in many cases
students who evaluate teachers don't
put enough effort into that process.
"There is an increasing concern
among faculty that students are not
taking these things as serious as they
once were, said Blanchard.
Ohlmann doesn't agree with the idea
that students are taking their evaluation responsibilities lightly and she.
said she feels the average response on
an evaluation is probably accurate.
"Students who fill out an evaluation
seriously, and more do that the faculty gives credit, should present results
that say something about the
teacher," said Ohlmann.
Powell said that faculty who teach
more difficult subjects are concerned
about whether their evaluation might
suffer and as a result they might be
denied promotion or tenure.
"The concern is that a difficult subject will bring forth a poor evaluation."
said Powell.
Ohlmann said that she doesn't see
that problem as being an issue.
"Students expect from those difficult classes difficult things and they
expect a greater challenge to learn
more and as a result they should expect to have a more dynamic teacher,
said Ohlmann
Powell says he thinks since the
evaluation is for faculty they should
be the ones to decide how it is revised
Blanchard says he thinks input from
students while revising the process
could be helpful.
Ohlmann said she feels students
should have a say in how the evaluation process is revised.
"We are the consumers,' said
Ohlmann. "We're buying the service.
The students deserve the benefit of
saying whether or not the like it.'

Inspection reveals natural gas leak
By Mark Campbell
Managing editor
University Physical Plant workers
discovered a natural gas leak during
a routine line inspection Tuesday
morning.
Two small leaks were discovered
at 9:30 am. around some water
valves in the parking lot behind
EUendale Hall.
Elder Goble, assistant director of
the Physical Plant said the situation
was not critical because the rain
water acted aa_a filter to reduce the
gas's flammability.
"It wasn't dangerous," said
Goble. "The water helped filter the
gas so it wouldn't bum."
The leaks occurred in a low
pressure gas line that supplies
Mattox and O'Donnell halls, said
Goble. *
Repairs on the line were completed by Tuesday afternoon and
the parking lot was restored
Wednesday morning.
Goble said Tuesday's leak was so
small that it probably did not cost
the university much in gas loss;
however, it did requre over one
day's work with a backhoe and
operator, two physical plant
workers with shovels and a security officer to direct traffic.
The university's gas lines are old
and as a result, gas leaks will occur
periodically, said Goble
"The majrr contributor in the gas
leak is that the pipes are getting
deteriorated," said Goble.

Phoco br Mark Campbell

Physical Plant workers repair Tuesday's natural gas leak
Goble said it is iikeh- that other
leaks exist on campus
"I am sure there are others on
campus, but they are hard to find."
said Goble.
Unless the smell is particularly
noticeable the line inspectors must
wait for a rain in order to spot the
i bubbling, he said.

The noxious odor. that was
noticeable on campus Tuesday
morning was not related to the gas
leak, said Goble.
Goble said the Physical Plant was
winterizing the cooling towers on
the roof of the dormitories and the
odor was caused by the draining out

of old chemicals.
"It was a little stronger this time
than in the past because the
chemicals were allowed to sit unused for awhile due to the mild
weather we've had." said Goble.
"The units haven't worked for
several days."
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Faculty evaluations
need revamping
America's government is based
on a system of checks and
balances where each branch has
some control over the other.
At the university, the only way
student.* can check their
instructors' powers is by the
faculty
evaluations
every
semester.
And if the faculty members get
their ways, those evaluations
could be a thing of the past until
a better alternative is found.
There are many problems with
the current surveys that need to
be ironed out before the system
can expect to be taken seriously by
both students and faculty.
What is the university did away
with the evaluations altogether?
Students would lose what little
voice about how weD an instructors teaches.
But what if the present evaluations are kept?
Faculty members are upset that
the results of the surveys are used
to
determine
tenure
and
promotions.
They are rightly concerned that

such important issues can be judged on students' opinions and they
don't like the notion of leaving
their entire careers in the hands of
the student body.
Another problem is just how
effective is the current surveys?
With every department having
a somewhat different survey, there
is no one consensus that can be
drawn.
And the questions that are
included in the evaluations are far
from the in-depth, specific and
useful ones that are needed.
Finally, do faculty members
read and study the responses and
do students actually care about
the answers they write down?
The bottom line is that some
sort of survey must be continued
so the students can have at least
some voice in how classes are being conducted.
The Faculty Senate and the Student Association needs to sit down
and divise some sort of evaluation
that will be valid to both students
and instructors.

Teachers shouldn't
force extra activities
Teachers should stop the
procedure of assigning students to
attend lectures, meetings and
films that students could care less
about.
When students are made to
attend such events, the results are
usually disastrous.
Granted, most faculty members
assign their students these events
to ensure a good attendance for
the guests.

However, making students go to
these affairs isn't justified for
either the students or the guests.
A perfect case in point was the
Tuesday night showing of the
Audubon Wildlife Film Series held
in Hiram Brock Auditorium.
Students from several biology
classes were required to attend the
first film in the series.
The crowd got off on the wrong
foot as it wildly applauded the
guest speaker.
Enthusiam is nice but this
hooping and hollaring was from
several malcontents wanting to
cause some trouble as a response
for not really wanting to attend
the presentation.
Throughout the show, the
spectators made uncalled for jeers
and laughter at the contents of
someone's personal work.
At intermission, the nearly-full
auditorium quickly emptied itself
as most of the audience was
suddenly gone.

THE
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The presenter of the program
should have been appalled at the
crowd's lack of respect.
If instructors are going to
assign these special events to
attend, the students should be
given extra credit or something for
going so only those truly
interested would show up.

cS(T BX WllV* f\ LITTLE 0

In Other Words
Centralized location best

I really find it hard to believe the
University plans to purchase more
computer terminals and placing some
of these in the dorms. First of all. the
University does need new computers.
However, out of all athe terminals on
campus, a large number, especially
print outs, are "out of order." I walked for an hour and a half last Tuesday
night trying to find a free terminal to
take a 5 minute pretest for chemistry.
There were 6 terminals put of order
from 3 different buildings-, 2 from
Wallace. 1 from Cammack. 3 from
Memorial Science. These were print
outs.
I don't know how many video
models were out. I' ve seen terminals
where students "pull" the paper out
so hard that it comes off the track.
Some terminals are left on. If the
students abuse these existing terminals, how can the University expect
them to respect the one's in there own
own dorm! Further, we married
students would not benefit at all from
the new terminals placed in girls' or

boys' dorms. So many courses require
some use of the computer that the care
and proper use of these expensive and
delicate instruments should be a
priority on campus.
I say centralize all of the computers.
With all the money spent on
computers and repair a central,
supervised area should be made
available. The hours can then be
extended to accomodate those unable
to make it early to the terminals. Place
a time limit on there use, say 2 hour
limit. Make available an area where
thoee needing a terminal for a 5 minute
test or for just a print out of stored
material. It's ridiculous to hunt for one
and half hours everyweek to take a
pretest which by the way is
unavailable on weekends. Those of us
with babysitting problems on who
work have little time for just waiting.
Just thing of the money saved on
repairs and wated paper. Also, those
having trouble can ask for assistance.
With such an expensive and necessary
property, these problems should be
dealt with high priority.
OLLIE MARSEGI.IA

Network, stars embarrassed
by performance of Joan Rivers
By Sherry Kaifenbarger
»
Staff writer
The National Broadcasting Co.
(NBCl. made television history with
the recent broadcast of the Emmy
Awards.
However, the viewing audience
didn't have a favorable response to a
few of the program's antics, and
neither did I.
You don't know which was worsethe comments made by Emmy co-host
Joan Rivers or the continual selfcongratulatory live remote commercials sponsored by NBC.
Rivers is a very accomplished,
talented and hilarious comedian, but,
at times her comments are
unappropriate for prime time television, which was when the Emmy
presentations were aired
Apparently, NBC supplied Rivers
with cue cards for such dialogue, with
the exception of one profane remark.
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Richmond. Ky. 40475
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In fact, with the publicity over this
broadcast. Rivers is bound to be a
household word.
She does a commendable job as the
guest host for Johnny Carson on The
Tonight Show; however, the time slot
that his late night show occupies
caters to a different audience. Her
dialogue is deemed perfectly
acceptable during the wee night hours
of The Tonight Show.
The lady definitely has a great effect
of her audiences regardless of her
profanity. This is apparent because in
a recent news article, it was reported
that an NBC affiliate. rCNBC in
Burbank, had more than 100
complaint calls objecting to Rivers'
behavior.
Any comedian who can embarass
superstar Eddie Murphy surely must
have a great impact on her audience.
She did embarass Murphy as she
kidded him about herpes and his
ethnic and religious background. To

cut down a fellow entertainer, even if
it was in fun, is in poor taste.
Also, the network's constant remote
commercials which they used to "pat
their own backs" waa a conceited
attempt by NBC to laugh at the
"other networks" since It was leading
the race for the Emmys by a landslide
Yes, the network should be proud of
the well-deserved awards that they
have received, but then are other
methods of promoting this fact.
The results of the awards show were
included in newspapers nationwide, so
the network received their just
rewards in the publicity area. Also,
many television stations carried the
news, so the show was mentioned here
too.
Certainly, the luck that NBC
enjoyed on Emmy night existed only
in the race for the awards and not in
their co-host and live remotes.
Maybe they'll master that area next
year since it looks like they've got the
market on the Emmys.

Grad candidates upset
We would like to state our feelings
concerning December graduation.
After spending many late nights
studying, spending wel in excess of
110,000, putting up with rights
infringement and a handful of parking
tickets, we would like to see if
something can be done for future
December graduates.
With the increasing number of
December graduates, we feel that we
should get the same recognition that
is shown to the August and May
graduates, and why shouldn't we. Are
we a lesser part of this university? We
have fulfilled all the requirements just
as have the others and are not reaping
the same benefits. We pay the same
amount that is paid in May and
August and we do not get a ceremony
worth bringing friends and family to.'
Many people won't invite out. of state
guests to a function as small as this,
and who wants to come back in May
to walk through this line. We hope this
problem can be dealt with by Next
December.
ROBERT WESTBROOK
TOM 8IPPLE

Song remains the same
Administrations
come
and
administrations go. But the men tality of the U.S. government in regards
to political ideology remains affixed.
No question America is a major
world power. Many parts of th world
view this country as a necessary
presence to thwart Soviet aggression.
U.S. military bases dot the globe. A
balance of power exists that leaves
both America and the Soviet Union
mutually paranoid of one another.
It is this paranoia that was the root
of the McCarthy witch hunts. All
rights to freedom of speech regarding
the government were transgressed
whenever it deviated from the U.S.
ma»ntrtan Anyone who dared to have
liberal ideas was branded a communist. And communist was
synonomous with the Soviet Union.
This misconception persists in
Washington and is reflected in its
foreign policy. A quick historical
review readily reveals this. Brutally
repressive regimes have been
supported by America in the name of
preserving democracy. The domino
theory is deeply rooted and persists.
an ideological herpes.
When it appeared Ho Chi Minn, a

TAPE?

communist (hence anti-American),
would win nationwide elections elections in Vietnam in 1966, the pro-U.S.
government in South Vietnam called
off the elections. A move backed by
the U.S. and a violation of the Geneva
Accords of 1952. Despite the
increasing repression, America continued to back the government in the
south, they were anti-communists and
it was up to America to uphold
democracy. You know the rest of the
story.
The shah of Iran, along with his
father led regimes which were known
for their lack of compassion as far as
human rights are concerned. Iran was
a domino though and U.S. backing
continued. The shah fell, U.S. presence
is gone, but the domino stands. .
Closer to home, Fidel Castro was
continuously snubbed by Washington.
He was a communist, you see, and
worse yet he was right on the
doorstep. Refusal to establish relations
and an attempt to ovrthrow him
played Cuba right into the Russians'
hands.
The Somoza regime in Nicaragua.
after 46 yean of American backed
brutality fell to the Sandinistas. Admitted communists they now are bearing the brunt of the war. America is
openly admitting the role of the CIA
and personnel in the "covert operation" now being waged from Honduras
and Costa Rica. Despite the openness
of the Sandinistas to develop friendly
relations, their ideology condemns
them in the view of our leaders in
Washington.
El Salvador is another case in point.
The present government, whose
human rights record is abominable,
continues to recieve VS. support.
Their opposition is primarily from leftist (hence pro-Soviet) guerillas.
Other cases can be dted but the
point is obvious. Why back governments that continuously suppress
human rights? How can anyone justify
support for governments who rape and
torture their own people? Certainly not
with the redundant domino principle.
America needs to shake this
dangerous trend. Left-wing or right
wing, another country's government is
not for America to choose. Continued
U.S. arrogance and blind paranoia will
succeed only in alienating more countries and increasing human suffering.
I love this country and find this
philosophy dangerously Msjsjghtttl
GARY ANDRES

Students deserve to be treated as adults
By Debbie Patterson
Staff writer

During the pre-coUege years of high
school, we are presented with the idea
that the college life is an independent
life. College is a time to learn of reeponsibilitiea and of decision maJriiioy
College is s first step into the "real
world."
Many campus policies and rules
seem to inhibit the famed collage
independency. Isn't it time EKU
accepted its students as the adults
they are or should learn to be?
Eastern's current attendance policy
has been harped on for years by one
organisation or another. Each
constitution, by-law or ruling party
Named for the current policy has
passed the hat to and pointed a finger
at another constitution, by-law or
ruling party.
Instead of worrying about who is

making a percentage of attendance
manatory. why not worry about who
can mffhf1 it mandatory that there be
no attendence policy.
In the "real world" there will be no
attendance sheet to ba constantly
checked as to who is or is net getting
duties and r fieri rmsiriflitass taken care
of. In the "reel world'' a man is his own
Another frequently touched on
subject on campus is alcohol regulations. Granted, alcohol is a growing
pi oblem in American today. Granted
EKU baa it's share of heavy and
perhaps even problem drinkers. But,
instcied of hiding drinking under the
table, under the bleachers and in dorm
room closets, why not 1st those who
can legally drink, do aa and learn
responsible (kinking. No one will be
aJaWrnnsT B*afatavn'a —*narla^srfn' Kaiif'- lea

the "real world" as they reach for a

drink or two, or three at a business
luncheon They must learn self control.
Open house policy at Eastern is
anything but lenient.
However, what is even more
ridiculous is the checking of IDs in the
women's dormitories after 2 a.m.
What is the purpose of this policy?
If it doss serve a purpose, why isn't it
practiced in man's dorms? Isn't this
rather discriminatory? Is the university attempting to make residents of
woman's dorms feel like 'had girls'' if
they come in too late? Who will be
checking the time of night an
individual comes in in the "reel world-'
when there's a big day shssd? Once
again, self control MUST be learned
Of course, if students dkm't want to
be susceptible to ID checking and open
house rules, they could, move off
faiiajwis But, aiaothsi mhlaHliag poacy
of EKU is the prohibition of anyone

under 21 years old living off campus.
If a student feels ready to move oat
on his own, accept more responsibility
and learn important daUy living skills
that will be beneficial to him aftfjr
gradustion, shouldn't that student be
allowed to do so? Certainly
Students corns to colege to learn.
Social and daily living skill, are as
important and essential, if not more
important and essential, than bodk
knowledge. Although it is true that
some students may not be able to
handle the responsibilities suggested,
they must be learned before the
student enters the "real world".
If it ia to become a leader In
education, the university must practice teaching social skits. If it is to
become a leader in education. Eastern
should be just simply educate- net
babysit.
Isn't it tons that Eastern accepted
its students ss adults? -

i
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Theft of campus property
exacts large amounts from
unwary university populace
By Tim Thoro.berry
"It depends on the various other
New* editor
operations going on and what else
Bobby Curtis of Palms waa proud needs to be done," said Walker.
of the new stereo system he had
There are ways, however, for a
installed in his car.
student to protect his valuables in his
The am/fm radio, graphic equalizer car, he said.
and stereo speakers had set him back
While locking the car doors is not
$187. He had worked hard for that always an effective means of keeping
money.
a determined thief out of a car, it does
On Oct. 1, Curtis walked to his car slow down a criminal considerably,
parked on Kit Carson Drive.
according to Walker.
Inside his car, Curtis reached down
Hiding a valuable somewhere within
to turn on some tunes, but the stereo, the vehicle, out of sight of a potential
equalizer and speakers were gone.
thief is also away to lessen the chance
A sense of shock struck Curtis, then of becoming a victim, as well as going
anger when he realized what had as far as installing an alarm system in
happened. His stereo had been stolen. the vehicle.
Curtis's name waa added to the long
Walker said if students would
list of statistics on file at the Division become more involved in reporting
of Public Safety.
suspects to the Division of Public
According to records, in 1982, there Safety, thefts could be reduced.
were 420 cases of theft reported, ac"If you see someone messing around
counting for $41,281 in merchandise. in the parking lots, call us," Walker
Thefts from vehicles, however, are said.
only a small percentage of the inThe same nie applies to dormitories,
cidences that occur. Dormitories and according to Walker. If a person sees
academic bialdings are also prime a suspicious character roaming the
stalking areas for thieves.
halls they should report it to the police.
According to Wynn Walker,
Walker said thefts in dormitories are
assistant director of Public Safety, "oportunity crimes." He said if the
Curtis was kicky because in a lot of thefts are localized in one given
cases of theft from automobiles, the dormitory, they are probably being
cost of the damage done to the cars committed by a dormitory resident;
that are broken into exceeds the value however, if the thefts occur randomly
of the items stolen.
around campus, an "outsider" is
"A couple of years back we had probably involved.
some juveniles who would break into
"Most of our arrests inside the
a car, rip something out of the dash dormitories for theft are students,"
and be gone in about 10 seconds," said Walker said. But he speculated that
._ Walker That technique is known as generally half the thefts are probably
"smash and rip."
committed by non-students, people go"These kids were stealing $100 ing around pushing open doors to see
stereos and doing $500 worth of if someone is in the room.
damage to the dash of the car, just
"If you're ever sitting there and
"ripping them all to pieces," Walker someone comes along and swings the
' -said. "They were so quick that the door open and asks for someone you
-officers on stake out didn't realize it never heard of, 99 times out of 100 it's
' -was happening that fast. We almost a thief looking oppotunities." said
• .missed them."
Walker. "He's checking doors to see
Walker said the way a car is entered if they're locked. If he pushes open the
- •depends on which is the quickest for door and there's nobody there, he's in
: the thief.
and out in about 10 seconds and has
* ■' "If they could get in quick with a carried off anything of value."
"coat hanger, they would. If not they'd
Walker said the items generally
bust the window and smash, rip and taken include anything that is easily
- go." Walker said. "And than we have carried away: cash, jewelry, small
the ether girrs who U get in. take their radios or anything small that has some
time and use a set of tools to take it value.
out like it waa their own."
The' warning stickers that were
' - Walker said he hasn't the man recently posted on all the doors of the
'• power to patrol all of the parking lots dormitories were not placed there for
at all times. But he said each parking students' benefit or for the benefit of
I -lot is checked every night.
people who have legitimate business in

the buildings, but for the successful
prosecution of "parasites, the outsiders who prey on the university
students," according to Walker.
In the past, an unauthorized person
caught in a dorm would be cited for
loitering or some lesser charge. In
order for the stiff er charge of criminal
trespass in the first degree to hold up
in court, a person arrested inside the
dormitories who did not have
legitimate business there must
knowingly - enter and remain
unlawfully in a dwelling, according to
Walker.
Criminal trespass in the first degree
is a Class A Misdemeanor, punishable
by up to a $600 fine, one year in jail
or both.
Because officers do not patrol the
dormitories, Walker said officers do
not stand much of a chance catching
a thief unless someone in the dorm
reports him. He said the majority of
the arrests made in connection with
theft centers around thefts from
automobiles.
Besides reporting • suspicious
characters to the police, a procedure as
simple as locking one's door can lower
the incidents of theft in the
dormitories, according to Walker.
"Any crime takes three things:
opportunity,desire and availability,"
said Walker. "If you break that
triangle, a crime cannot occur."
Walker said the easiest way to break
the triangle is to knock out the
opportunity.
"Lock your doors. Remember you're
not at home any more," said Walker.
"There are thieves who work the
dorms. If you're out of sight of that
door, lock it."
If at all possible. Walker said it is
best not to keep valuable items in the
dorm rooms. If valuables are kept in
the room. Walker said engraving those
items may prove beneficial.
"Contact us if you need anything
engraved," Walker said. "If it's
engraved, it can be traced if it's stolen.
Walker said his officers have been to
every dorm on campus engraving
valuables this semester.
"If word gets out that there is
engraving'going on, (thieves) just
dont comb' around," Walter said. "A
thief doesn't want to be to possession
of something that can be traced,
because they can be charged with
possession of stolen property."
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Do you think the dormitories should abolish
open house hours during mid-term week? Why?
Photos by Sean Elkins

People Poll
By George Gabehart

i staff report

Lisa Tabb, freshman, marketing.
Cecilia
No. Abolishing open house isn't
going to make us stay in the room and
study. It's not going to affect us too
much. We're old enough to make our
own decisions.

Barry Randolph, junior, broadcaating,
XaaIa.OUo

No. If they abolish open house
during midterms, how are people
going to get together and study?
Sheri Wade, aenior, mining. GalUpoBa,
Ohio
Yes. It makes the dorm more quiet
and more conclusive to study.

Ron Hubbard, sophomore, undecided,
Mt. Veraoa
Yes. I feel that your studies are more
important than seeing your girlfriend.
Connie Thek-n. freshman, undecided.
Edgewood
No. You can have friends help you
with your studies. I think we're old
enough to handle the responsibility.

Alan Taylor, freshman, accounting,
RaaaeU
No. U a people are responsible
enough, they will study. If they have
open house, they're soil going to
study.

Garry Branch, junior, computer
information systems. Dayton, Ohio
No. I feel, if they're going to study,
they're going to study whether they
have open house hours or not. If people
are adults, they should have their
responsibility.

Joyce Walker, junior, miratng. Radclif f
No. If they abolish it, the people are
going to see their boyfriends or
girlfriends. I don't see what difference
it makes.
Thekn
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computerized projection system in the
planetarium, an expert hired by the
university and Spitz as a mediator
allegedly determined that the equipment was below specifications. The
contents of the report have never been
released to the public.
Construction of the facility was
begun in 1975 under the administration of Robert R. Martin, then president of the university.
Negotiations with Spitz have been
going on for some time and came to a
head when R. Clark Beauchamp, commissioner for the State Finance and
Administration Cabinet in Frankfort
sent a letter to Spitz demanding $2
million to be paid in full within 30 days
from the date of the letter. The time
limit expired, but no action was taken
at that time
The planetarium cost the university fl million to construct and has
never opened its doors to the public.
The Hummel Planetarium is one of
800 that utilises equipment made by
Spitz Space Systems.

TOWIME CINEMA

The Eastern Progress is accepting
applications for the .position off

Marilyn Bailey

The university filed a $2.4 million
law suit Tuesday against Spitz Space
Systems of Chadds Ford, Pa., which
designed and built the Arrmm D. Hummel Planetarium.
University attorney John Palmore
in Lexington has been handling the
litigation process for the university.
The university's Board of Regents
employed the legal council of John
Burrus of the Lexington-based Shouse
and Burrus law firm to work with
Palmore at its meeting last April.
University and state officials have
maintained that the Spitz equipment
housed in the planetarium has not met
contractual specifications.
Spitz, on the other hand, says there
is nothing wrong with the equipment
and attributes its idleness to the
university's
unwillingness to
cooperate with Spitz to make the
system operational.
While university and state officials
have remained silent as to what
exactly is wrong with the
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Law suit filed against
Spitz over planetarium
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Health service
feverishly works
with season '$ ills
By Winston Fleu
Staff writer
•A person who has been feeling under
the weather lately or so sick he wishes
he could curl up and die B apparently
not alone.
Dr. Wendy Gilchrist, assistant
director of the university's Student
Health Services, said the infirmary has
treated more than its fair share of
colds and flu in recent weeks.
"We are seeing a lot of students with
the flu." she said. "It's more of what
I would call gastro neuritis, which is
nausea, vomiting, diarrhea and abdominal pahs, sometimes accompanied by a high fever."
j Gilchrist added that the symptoms
•f flu can be differentiated from other
gastral disturbances, such as food
poisoning, by a few simple rules of
thumb.
• "In most cases of food poisoning,
you get more violent symptoms for a
much shorter time," she explained.
• You have more severe vomiting, but
il will usually clear up in a few hours.
It is more violent, but quicker.
"A viral gastro neutitis (flu) can go
6n for 24 hours or even 48 hours, but
With less violent symptoms."
. Those who are on crash diets in the
bame of "good health" should receive
fair warning; there is no such thing according to Gilchrist.
"People who are on fad diets are
piore susceptible to disease," said
Gilchrist. "That goes far anyone who
Isn't eating correctly ...eatiig junk food
on the run."
• She explained that poor eating
habits limit the amount of necessary
nutrients that a person receives and
'lit causes an increased risk of
disease."
! Gilchrist said she sees the problem
of proper nutrition as a special case in
young adults such as university
students.

"In many university age groups and
atmospheres, the big problem is eating
enough fruits and vegetables to
provide the essential vitamins and
minerals," she said. "That is where the
deficit is."
According to Gilchrist. many people
find relief from cold or flu miseries
through exoerise.
"Just go ahead with your regular
activity and you will be fine," she said.
In fact, some people find relief from
the "stuffedup" feeling of headcolds
by jogging and push-ups because
epinepherin is released into the blood
stream, she said.
"When it is released into the blood
stream it opens up their nasal
passages," she said.
According to Gilchrist, contrary to
old wives' tales that say bundling up
will prevent a person from "catching
his death of cold," a cold is actually a
form of a virus, a form of a germ and
bundling up won't necessarily help.
"Many people will say that they've
cought cold from being chilled outside,
but being chilled hasn't been
scientifically shown to cause colds by
itself," she said.
"It could make you more susceptible
to a virus, but still a virus has to be
a factor in the cold."
Many people, including those at the
university, feel Vitamin C can help in
preventing colds and flu, but Gilchrist
said she doesn't totally agree.
"There haw been no studies that
have documented Vitamn C helping
(cold or flu)." she said. "But it is
helpful in healing surgical wounds, or
other lacerations and your body needs
a minimum each day for normal
functions."
Although Vitamin C hasn't been
proven to be a cure-all. Gilchrist said
there is a very common everyday drug
that is vastly underrated in the
treatment of colds and flu.

Extra attention
counts with pals
By Lisa Frost
Features editor
Angie Prater turned five years old
on her birthday last month and she
had a party. But not just any party,
it was a surprise party given to her by
her pal in a dorm room.
"I love my pal, said Angie. "It was
fun when everybody surprised ipe
when I opened the door."
Angie said it was one of the best
parties she has had. And. what made
it special was her University Pal.
Angie is one of five cruldren of Leola
and Earl Prater and their thisd child
to participate in the University Pals
program.
The program is coordinated through
the Student Association and operates
under principles similar to those of the
national Big Brothers/Big Sisters of
America.
After both submit applications and
undergo interviews, university student
volunteers are paired with children of
the campus community, especially the
children of parents who live in
Brockton.
The pals are matched for the full
academic year and the student pals are
required to spend at least one hour a
week with the children.
According to Mrs. Prater, her
children became involved in the
"Aspirin... everyone thinks it is
nothing, but it is a really good
medicine," she said. "It keeps the
temperature down and it gets rid of
the achiness associated with colds and
flu.
"If your take two asprin every four
hours, it is the best thing for the flu."
said Gilchrist.
Stomach flu calls for stronger
medicine and Gilchrist said the nausea
and vomiting symptoms associated
with it can be cleared up by a visit to
the infirm*™
"We can't cure a virus In tact, no
one can cure a virus, but we have

The infirmary, located on the first
floor of the Rowlett building, is open
Monday through Friday from 8 a.m.
to 6 p.m. No appointments are
necessary.
drugs here to treat the symptoms,"
said Gilchrist. "Your body has to deal
with the virus itself."
Gilchrist said that she hardly sees
any difference in the quality of services
that the infirmary provides to the
student and the services rendered by
private doctors, "except that a private
doctor would know you." and charge
you more, she said.

program because of their unusual
situation at the university.
Prater, a senior nursing major, has
spent the past three years living in
Brockton with her children during the
week and then returning home with
them to her husband in Breathitt
County on the weekends.
Prater, a re-entry student, said it
was only natural to bring her children
to school with her. But she said she felt
they weren't getting quite all the attention they needed, so two years ago
when she heard about the University
Pals from a neighbor she became
interested.

Foreign accents prevail in schools language lab
console and piped into the booths."
As a courtesy the lab assistants will
record tapes for students who want to
listen to them at home, said Bettler.
But students must provide they're
own cassettes.
According to Bettler the tapes
follow the course textbooks and are
borrowed from the publishing houses
for duplication at the language lab.
The purpose of the lab is to give
students study and practice in the use
of the foreign language they are studying. And it exposes them to the
language as spoken by a native, said
Bettler.
"In the middle of Kentucky there
are not many foreigners. So there

By Ii«a Frost
Features editor
From one small room in the
Cammack Building can be heard the
vpices of Frenchmen. Spaniards,
Germans. Italians and Russians.
There is also the sound of American
voices diligently mimicking the others
and striving to insure perfect
pronunciation of the new sounds.
What's going on there isn't a secret
meeting of the United Nations or a spy
training session, but students
practicing to learn the listening and
speaking skills of a foreign language
in the university's language
laboratory.
. Students come to the facility to
practice a language by listening to
tripes of native speakers and repeating
what they hear, said Dr. Alan Bet tier,
associate professor of French and the
director of the language lab.
.The lab, located in Room 212, consists of 32 booths and a main control

console.

' ■ TThe console consists of a system of
pitches that will allow a teacher to
listen to or record any individual
student. It also allows a student to
listen to recordings from a turntable.
H r©el to-reel tape player as well as having "the capability of playing the
sound track of a film," according to
Battler.
. fThe booths contain a cassette tape
raporder and a headset containing
earphones and a microphone attached
'•''The equipment is special,'' said
Heftier. "It is set up to receive and

Jenny Miles uses language lab
play on two tracts.
A student listens to the tape and
then gives the required response after
each question or reading.
"The machine records the student's
voice." said Bettler. "That way a student can record himself and listen to

Phoio by Sean Bfcm»

(his voice), compared to the native
speaker."
According to Bettler the system also
allows entire classes to use the facility
at the same time.
"When more than two people want
to use the same tape, it is placed in the

really is no way for a students to hear
the language spoken by a native." he
said.
Bettler said the lab also helps
instructors to teach their language
classes, to concentrate on grammer
and written skills, rather than spending as much time teaching basic
pronunciation
According to Bettler, Eastern is not
adapted to the study of elementary
language classes. "We just don't have
the time, so the lab helps not to use all
of our class time on pronunciation drill.
Bettler said the privacy of the lab is
the greatest benefit.
"Most people are fine when they
read and write, but when they have to
get up and speak in a foreign language
they get uptight and scared," he said.

"Students can stay there as long as
they want and practice and no can
bother them.
"When the next student uses the
tape it is erased, that way no one hears
them and they polish up for class."
Bettler said often teachers will make
additional tapes for use in the lab.
"I'll make tapes for my literature
class." he said. "I record the lectures
and students who are having trouble
can come to the lab to listen to it."
Bettler said he feels students who
use the lab do benefit from it.
"Students who use the lab regularly
get a great deal out of it," he said.
"Initially there may be a period of
skeptism and many won't use the lab
or will only use it as little as possible,
but those who take the tkne to use the
lab have a less difficult tkne with their
spoken skills. '
Bettler said the lab is open to
anyone interested in studying a
language or brushing up one they have
studied previously.
"We have faculty members who will
' get a text and follow it with the tapes.
It gives them the chance to practice.''
he said.
"We also have students come in who
aren't currently taking a language, but
have in the past. They come in and
refresh their memories." he said.
"The lab is just a great opportunity
to study at any time. We are very flexible so students have an easy time using our facilities."

"I inquired about it at the Student
Association office and filled out the
applications for them," she said.
' 'They had a party for the parents and
children so we could see what it was
all about.
"I felt it added so many new interests to their lives." she said.
Prater said the pals and her children
have made cupcakes and cookies
together or have taken walks to the
cafeteria far Cokes and on certain
occasions gone to dinner at
McDonalds.
She said her daughterTrina. 7. was
taken roller skating by her pal and
both she and Angie were treated to the
movie Star Wars at the University
Film Series.
"They were activities the girls
enjoyed and it made them feel
special." she said. "They are so proud
of their pal. They ask their neighbors
if they have a pal and they tell them
all about theirs."
Prater said her daughters have
benefited from the program in many
ways.
"Being with the pals has exposed
them to being with other people than
just family and to eating'with other
people." she said.
Prater said her teenage daughter
only part icipated in the program for a
short while, but it was during a crucial
time in her life and she was helped
through it by her pal.
"My teenager was 16 years old and
had just moved here and. started to
school at Madison Central." said
Prater "Once she made friends at
school, she didn't need her pal. but for
a while the pal was her only friend. She
helped her make the needed
adjustment."
Each of the girls had her own special
pal and Prater said that was also
important.
"The pals gave the giris something
to do with just the pal and not the
other (sisters), so they felt very special
for a while." she said.
Prater said she feels the people who
work with the children are "fantastic."
"They have an interest in children
and are loving people." she said. "It
takes a special person to come to a
strange child and make them feel
loved," she said.
Angle's pal Amy Crider. a junior
elementary education major, became
a University Pal this semester and
said she likes her pal "a lot."
"We take walks and eat together
and she talks to me and in someways
confides in me." she said "I like to
think 1 make her feel a more apart of
the campus and I think 1 make her feel
special."
Angie said she loves her pal because
she is fun to be with.
Prater will be graduating in
December and taking the family back
home, both girls say they will miss
each other.
Prater said she is so satisfied with
the program that she has another
daughter she would like to see in it. but
her pending graduation makes it
imposssible.
"My two-year-old is spoiled, but she
is not very outgoing. I would like to
see her in the program, because 1 think
she could benefit from dealing with
other people" she said.
Trina is aready living at home, but
she still thinks about her pal.
"We would go to movies and parties.
She is a nice pal. I really miss her." she
said.

Communication, good will important part of Fe/tner'sJob
Z-

By Sherry Kaffeabarger
Staff writer
Donald Feltner. vice president for
Development, has been associated
with the university almost as long as
the American teenager has been
interested in rock'n'roll.
• Jn fact, Feltner has been associated
with the university since he was a
teenager. It's been 27 years to be
ejMct.
' feltner reminisced about his earlier
days at the university as a student and
later as an adminstrator and faculty
rapmber.
'. fie seems to be the fondest of what
ha- Calls "the exciting days of the early
80s.." This was a time when the university was expanding in the direction of
•Vertical growth." Feltner said. "We
wjae growing, building dorms," said

Aw,

Horizontal growth is another
direction in which Feltner said he feels
thr.uni versky has changed. He refers
toCthis type of growth as "expansion
of;eur mind a"
fi similiar type of horizontal growth
is continuing at the university in the
are* of development.
After a recommendation by the
Price WaterhouM and Management, a

This is the final story in the
series profiling the university's
vice presidents.
national consulting organization, the
university revised the office for Public
Affairs and renamed it the* office for
Development.
The study by the consulting
organization was recommended by
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. and Feltner
said he thought the study and its
results have been successful.
Feltner said one of the problems corrected by the revision was the
difficulties «i student withdrawal
procedures. Feltner said he felt that
this process was channeled too many
different offices.
"By making it so difficult to '
withdraw, then the students aren't
given the opportunity to go in one
central office and tell the reasons for
why they have got to leave," Feltner
said. "This lets the one office then help
to make the arrangements to make it
easier for the student to withdraw.
"By doing this, it is my opinion that
we will recognize some of the students'
problems and many of (the students)
would not need to withdraw."
With this revision n this area, ,

Feltner said he now oversees the office
of Development, which he refers to as
fund raising He said the office
includes the Division of Alumni
Affairs, which he terms friend raising.
and th? Division of Public
Information, which he said involves
university communication.
"Institutional advancement" is
what Feltner calls the generic term for
the public relations function included
in his position.
"By communicating to the public,
keeping them informed, we influence
opinion to make them our friends, to
make them come forward and actively
support us."
Feltner said he feels the student is
the beneficiary for everything he does
in his job. He said one of his very high
priorities ia to attract future
employers to the university.
"Our students are not prepared well
enough for the job interview," he said
"A student should know more about
the company which he is applying for.''
Feltner said he feels-a student
applying for a particular company
should do research on that company to
learn exactly what role be would like
to play there
Feltner familiarized himself with his

firat employer and became an
employee of the university after
graduating from Eastern in 1957.
After receiving a bachelors degree in
Physical Education and or.e in Commerce. Feltner served in the army and
then returned to the university to
become Director of Publicity.
Since that time, Feltner has been
idvisor for The Eastern Progress and
The Milestone and coached the
university's baseball team.
Feltner was a member of the
baseball team as a student, playing
under the coaching direction of Turkey
Hughes; however. Feltner's ball playing opportunities were not limited to
the university. He was also given the
chance to play for the now defunct
Brooklyn Dodgers.
Feltner said be
found the choice to attend the university to be wiser for him. He said he
chose the security of a job over a
dream.
Feltner said his fondest memories of
the university are the twinkles that he
sees in the eyes of alumni as they
return to visit the campus.
Feltner said the success of our
students is important so that they
know that the university ia
succeeding.
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Organizations

Public relations fin
established by PRSS,

Group combines
sight with sound
By Andre. Crider
SUff write
The next time you go to a home
football game, you could bo buying
your popcorn and soft drinka from the
next Walter Cronkite or Barbara
Walters.
Although this may sound far
fetched, it's possible.
Alpha Episilon Rho IAERho), the
broadcast honor society, sells concessions in the stands during the first half
of the games to bring in extra money
for their chapter, accordng to Marty
Hensley. vice president of the
organization.
The chapter, which was started in
1978. conducts both social- and
broadcast-oriented
activities,
according to Janell Meece, the club's
president.
To be initiated into the society,
students are required to have at least
10 hours of credit toward a broadcasting degree and the minimum
grade-point average of 3.0 in these
classes, according to Deidre Clark,
alumni-professional coordinator.
"We also have an associate
memhrship for members who don't
have the hours or the grades." said
a ark.
The associate members are allowed
to participate in all activities, but they
are not allowed to vote on any national
issues, said Clark.
Part of Clark's position is heading
the professional advisory committee.
The committee is made up of "people
who are in managerial positions in the
different areas of broadcasting," said
Clark.
The committee members are used to
speak at meetings and judge contest
like the one recently sponsored by the

dub, according to Hensley.
The 1983 AERho Local Production
Awards, accepted both audio and
video entries in four different
categories. Trie entries were judged by
members of the professional advisory
committee and certificates will be
awarded to the winners at the club's
annual Christmas party, according to
Hensley.
The club also produces 4-H Focus,
the publio service announcements for
local 4-H groups in the county, he said
"We produce the open and the close
and they put in their message." said
Hensley.
Public service announcements will
also be produced for the club's
awareness campaign for a nervous
disorder, Tourettes Syndrome,
according to Hensley. Seminars and
other activities to make the public
aware of the cSsorder are being planned, he added
But membership in AERho is not all
work. The club has an annual
Halloween party inconjunction with
the Society of Professional Journalists
and the Public Relations Student
Society of America.
This year's party will be Oct. 30 at
the Mule Barn. Admission will be S3
in advance and $4 at the door.
The club also co-sponsors a departmental Christmas party, said Hensley.
Membership dues are S20 a year for
the 15 national members and $5 a
semester in local dues for the both the
national and associate members,
according to Meece. The club also has
many prospective members, she
added.
Hensley said his membership in
AERho has helped him by not only
giving him contacts but by teaching
him how to work with other people

•
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Makin' it shine

Brad Kemper. a junior Industrial Education and Technology major from Midway helped
wash cars during one of the TKE fraternity's many fundraisers held at Goodyear.

By Don Lowe
Organizations editor
Promoting, selling and advertising
are all very basic services offered by
most public relations firms.
Here at the university, a group of
students are learning how to do these
things and more in an actual student
baaed public relations agency.
The students are members of the
Public Relations Student Society of
America and they work for the club's
company, which is caled PRSSA
Mitigator.
PRSSA President. John Underwood, said the company was formed in
order to provide the students with
actual work experience.
"Working for the agency provides
the student with a vital link to the
professional world," said Underwood.
"We also feel that by just belonging
to PRSSA. the student receives
insights in the field."
Underwood added that since many
of the students do not have the time
to participate in internship programs,
the club allows them the opportunity
to gain hands-on experience.
"Through the Mitigator. students
actually work on survey evaluations
and marketing plans," said Underwood. "We have several clients this
year including the Federal Land Bank
of Louisville and Greenbrier Golf and
Country Club of Lexington."
Besides the agency, PRSSA is also
putting together a coupon book for
area merchants, according to
Underwood.
"For this book, we will do
everything from selling the space to
the actual layout of the book," said
Underwood.
Underwood added that this book
will offer the club members yet
another chance to get hands-on

experience.
One project that PRSSA conduct
on an annual basis is the "Bizarr
Bazaar," where the group rents spac|
to other organizations.
"The Bizarre Bazaar is set up in
way that we make money by sell
organizations space at the event." said
Underwood. "They sell some service ol
product arM raise money for theii
group as well."
Underwood said the past bazaar!
have been successful and this should
be no exception.
"We haw planned the Bazaar fol
later in the semester," he said. "It's,
always a succesful project. '
According to Underwood, PRSS/
also has many other activities.
"We have a pro-am day every year. I
he said. "It's a situation where ouf
members go spend the day working iij
an actual public relations firm."
Underwood said the pro-am daj
allows members to establish mu<-r|
needed contacts.
In addition to fundraisers and work
related activities, PRSSA is alsd
working on several other projects thai
deal with the club only.
"We've just established a profes
sional advisory committee," said
Underwood. "We are also planning oij
attending the district level caucus and
the national convention later in th^
year."
Underwood- feels PRSSA
becoming more of an asset to
student's career than it was in pasf
years.
"This year, we're really excit
about the initiation of our nev
agency," he said. "It provides thai
vital link that a communications ma jo
must have in order to survive and.
that's experience."

Sigma Delta Chi student chapter receives charter from nationals]
By Alan White
Guest writer
Thanks to a new organization on
campus, journalism students have a
place to meet and discuss problems
and trends in their professional field.
Sigma Delta Chi. or the Society of
Professional Journalists,
was
chartered Sept. 6 marked a new beginning for the journalists.
Previously, the university was a

Go
Colonels!
Undefeated
•-©

Support
Colonel
Football!
Western

"That is the reason for the switch to
Sigma Delta Chi." she said.
The transfer to Sigma Delta Chi was
largely made possible through the efforts of Libby Fraas. the club's coadviser.
Also helping with the reorganization
was Marilyn Bailey, the club's other
adviser and president of the Bluegrass
Chapter of Professional Journalists.
Bailey also serves as adviser to The
Fas tern Progress.

The switch to Sigma Delta Chi not
only increased membership but has
given its members a sense of pride that
was l<M-Wing in the Society of Collegiate
Journalists, according to Frost.
"Since the club is new and just
getting started at Eastern, everyone
seems enthusiastic and proud to be
involved." said Frost.
The new organization now has 28
members and that number is growing.
The requirements for membership in

Sigma Delta Chi are not as rigorous as
those of other campus organizations;
however, Frost added that the club is
not an honorary.
"The Society of Professional
Journalists is a social organization.
The only requirements are that the
student be a sophomore and interested
in journalism as a career,'' said Frost.
"The club is open to anyone that meets
those requirements."
Frost added that a minimal grade-

point average is not required and that
members wil be expected to work on
any projects or fund raisers the clul
is involved in.
"Sigma Delta Chi will offei
programs such as forums, job
campaigns and lectures by those
involved in a journalism field" said
Frost.
,••'«,,
For freshman interested ir| Sigmi
Delta Chi there will be an associaU
membership

The deadline for applying to take the December
Law School Admissions Test (LSAT)
is November 3, 1983
The test will be administered.in Richmond
on December 3. 1983
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member of the Society of Collegiate
Journalists, which wasn't supported
well by the students.
According to Lisa Frost, president
of the student chapter of Sigma Delta
Chi, the former Society of Collegiate
Journalists lacked enthusiasm.
"The Society of Collegiate Journalists had a very low enrollment and
little enthusiasm," said Frost. "The
entire club was being handled by just
a few members.
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EKU

FOOTBALL

To obtain additional information and
application forms, write or phone:
SALMON P. CHASE COLLEGE OF LAW
NORTHERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, KENTUCKY 41076
(606)572-5340

n an

FREE KITTEN! Call 6244096
BOGIE'S baa atyle. Barber A Style,
behind Recordsmith. 624-1486.
HELP WANTED: Soliciting for Civic
organization. Call 623-5938.
FOR SALE Concert tickets for all
Rupp Arena concert*. Ask for Gary at
623-0990. (Loverboy. AGDC. Police).
RESUMES PRINTED NEVER
COPIED - AT University Copy
' Confer. 528 Eastern By-Pass, 6244)220.

"Whitewater Raft Guide
mr portion, with moutain river town fca W.
Virginia. Kentucky. Interviews October 20 at Placement Service, ALL
MAJORS.

RUNNER-UP
NCAA I-AA

1981 •

RUNNER-UP
NCAA I-AA

1982 •

NATIONAL CHAMPS
NCAA I-AA

■•*

•.

GROWS!!

Shoe,me.
SPORTS OUTLET
Killarney Square

Next to Holiday Inn

o^eeoNi?

PUT ON A LEGEND

LADIES JEANS
'Charcoal
•Rose.
•Jade
•Teal

Reg.SI38.00

Now $7.99

If you have been personally COLOR
ANALYZED, yon will love the m
eye shadow collection* Call 623-7710.
PERSONAL COLOR ANALYSIS.
K now and wear your boat colors. Call
Bonnie Spencer. 623-7710 for i ■forma
tion .

1980 •

THE LEGEND

CLASSIFIEDS
Got a problem or question? Call
GRIPELINE at 622-1724.

NATIONAL CHAMPS
NCAA I-AA
.

Chase

JIU»

1979 •

lb

Accented in EKU maroon, our topquality, short-sleeved shirts are easy-tocare-for 50% cotton, 50% polyester.

JEANS

D Yes! Please rush my EKU Colonel shirts is outlined below. I've included $7 50 per shirt, including
portage and handling. (All shirts will be packaged
separately.)

Quantify

Quantify

_extra-large
-large
Name
Address

Now-$7.99
expires 10/31/83

L....... with coupon ...

It's no put-on! Created specifically
for EKU fans, these commemorative
shirts feature our original EKU Colonel
and highlight Eastern's fabulous
gridiron record (as seen above).

.1

Open Nights and Sunda:

Put on a legend with your own EKU
commemorative shirt. Only $7.50,
including tax, postage and handling.

Qty_

-State

-ZIP

Mii7 to. Skyhone fWucbons • P.O Box 80S4 •
Lningftm • Ktntucky • 40S33 ■
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Students unite to support gubernatorial candidates
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Democrats for Collins
expect large turnout
By DOB Lowe
Organization* editor
Next month, the voters of Kentucky
will have the opportunity to make
history depending upon their choice
fee governor of the Commonwealth.
If the voters elected the Democratic
gubernatorial candidate, Martha
Layne Collins, the current lieutenant
governor, the state will have its first
female governor.
There is an organization on campus
that would Ike nothing better than to
see this happen.
This group is called "Democrats
Together in 83," which it the slogan
for the statewide Democratic ticket.
According to Teresa Jones,
spokesperson for the group, the
organization's main purpose is to raise
support for the entire party and Collins in general.
"We will be calling up all the
registered voter on campus and asking
for their support in the upcoming
election," said Jones. "We have
around 26 students who will be
working with us on the campaign."
Jones said the group has already
conducted one support raising project,
which was held during the Student
Association's Fall Festival.
"We sponsored a booth where we
handed out literature on the
candidates," she said "We also
registered voters at that time."
According to Jones, the most
important aspect of the group's

Republicans campaign
for Senator Bunning

participation in the Fall Festival was
that Dave Armstrong, the party's candidate for attorney general, was
present.
"Mr. Armstrong came to the
university to talk with students about
the campaign and his stand on the
issues," said Jones. "It seemed to have
been very successful."
Jones continued to say that there
are several upcoming projects planned.
"We will be handing out information
at the Eastern-Western game this
Saturday," said Jones. "It will be in
the form of a card with Martha Layne
Collins' stand on issues."
Jones said that the group will also
attend the statewide Democratic rally
,in Frankfort on Oct. 22.
She also said statistics show that
the lowest percentage of voter
involvement is on the college level.
"This is really a shame that students
don't get more involved," said Jones.
"Our group would like to make
students aware of the political system
in Kentucky and how it will effect
them now and in the future."
Jones also said that students can
play a key role in political campaigns
just by volunteering their time.
"Students can contribute a great
deal to political campaigns whether
they invest a little or a large amount
of time," said Jones.
Jones said she feels the need for an

Teresa Jones
active Young Democrat organization
here at the university.
"The campus here needs a very
active Young Democrat organization."
she said. "I know there would be
involvement because almost every day
1 get a phone call from a student who
wants to volunteer."
"After the election, I can see as easily forming a Young Democrat
organization," she said. "We already
have enough people, I think."
Jones believes the Democratic Party has a real winner in Collins.
"She has the knowledge, experience
. and strength to provide Kentucky
with a firm direction and real leadership as governor in the next four
years," said Jones.

Campus Clips

s-

Philosophy club
The Philosophy Club presents
"Logic and the Good" by Dr. George
Nordgulen, professor of philosophy
and religion
The lecture will begin at 7:30 p.m. on
Oct. 27 in the Clark Room of the
Wallace Building.

Student Nurses
The Baccalaureate Student Nurses
Association and the American Red
Cross will be conducting their fall 1983
Bloodmobile on campus from 1 p.m.
until 6 p.m. on both Tuesday, Oct. 26,
and Wednesday. Oct. 26, in the Keen
Johnson Building;.
All faculty and staff as well as
students are encouraged to donate.

Mass Comm party
The Department of Mass Communications will have its annual Halloween party from 8 p.m. until 12 p.m.
Sunday, Oct 30 at the Mule Barn.
Costumes are recommended but not
, mandatory. The event will include

refreshments, dancing, games and
prizes for the best costumes.
Tickets will be sold in advance
through the department.
The event js sponsored by AERho,
SPJ and PRSSA.
For more information contact the
mass communications department at
1871.

Pancake breakfast
The United Way and the university
food service will sponsor a pancake '
breakfast from 8 a.m. until 10:30 a.m.
Saturday, Oct. 22 in the Keen Johnson
Building.
Tickets will be sold at $2.50 for all
you can eat. Of that amount, tl will
be donated to the United Way.

Newman Center
At 7 p.m. on Oct. 20 at the Catholic
Newman Center, Father Paul Prabell
will be presenting some basic facts and
principles in a discussion on "Interfaith Marriage."
Everyone is invited to attend. For
more information contact the center at
623-9400.

'Beat Western' party
Lambda Chi Alpha andO'Riley's are
sponsoring an all-campus "Beat
Western" party from 9 p.m. until 2
a.m. on Friday, Oct. 21 at the Old
National Guard Armory.
The cover is $2. For more information contact Joseph Caldwell at
622-5105.

Pre Law club
The Pre-Law Club will meet at
3:30 p.m. on Oct. 20 in the Jaggers
Room of the Powell Building.
For more information contact Rose
Perkins at 622-2533.

By Don Lowe
Organimation* editor
While one candidate in the race for
the governor's seat has had a definite
advantage, me other-one is feverishly
fighting to comeback and win the prized place in Frankfort.
A group of students, referring to
themselves as "Republicans for Bunning," are currently soliciting votes
from the university community.
According to Phillip Payne,
spokesperson for the organisation, the
students were •pproached by Albert
Robertson from the 86th District and
asked to support the Republican
gubernatorial candidate, Jim Bunning.
"Robertson asked us to head up a
campaign for Bunning here at the
university," said Payne. "Now he's
our contact with the state party, and
we're their connection to the
university."
Payne also said that the
organization is workly closely with the
Univesity of Kentucky Chapter of
Young Republicans. .
However, the university's group is
not made up entirely of registered
Republicans.
"An interesting aspect to the group
is that it has registered Democrats
supporting Bunning and actually
working on his campaign," said Payne.
"Apparently, not all Democrats feel
that Martha Layne Collins is the best
candidate for the job of governor."

According to Payne, some of the
members of the group are working
with the campaign in order to obtain
credit for a public relations course
(PUB 376Public Relations
Principles).
"The students are required to spend
at least two hours of calling for their
candidate," said Payne. "Some work
for other candidates.
On election day, members of the
organization will be expected to help
provide transportation for voters
without a means, to make themselves
visible on campus and just attempt to
get people to vote in general, said
Payne.
According to Payne, the aim of the
organization is to carry the university's precinct for Bunning.
"We're hoping for 66 percent of the
university vote because it is the
largest precinct in Madison County."
he said. "If we can get the university
support, then Mr. Bunning could win
Madison County."
Payne said that the main purpose of
helping with a campaign is the legwork
a student can provide.
"We're there to do the legwork that
the other workers just do not have
time for," he said. "Really we do
whatever we're needed to do."
Payne said the organization would
like to see voters address the key
issues and especially for university
voter to look at the candidates stand

voters from what they really should
base their vote decision on."
Payne said that he has been
politically active for the past seven
years and that he has worked on Larry
Hopkins' campaign as well as many
others.
Payne feels Bunning is the man to
succeed John Y. Brown as governor
even tnougha Republican hasn't held
the state's highest office since Louie
Nunn left office in 1972.

Progress staff report
For years the Department of Mass
Communications went without having
an honorary society for its majors.
Last
spring, however,
the
department kiducted 23 members into
an honorary for mass communications
students called Kappa Tau Alpha, according to President Donna Smith.
Smith said the requirements for the
club are that the student have a 3.2
cumulative grade-point average and be
at least a junior.
According to Smith, the 'society, is
not required to conduct any .serviceoriented projects; however, it has
planned some for the upcoming year.
"Although we are not required to do
any service projects, we are
considering some," said Snith. "We're

looking into possibly sponsoring a
writing contest to encourage the practice of good journalism, and we are
planning to raise money for the mass
communications department's scholarship fund."
Smith said three years ago Bob
Babbage, a university graduate and
now a Lexington city councilman, set
up the scholarship fund.
She added that at a recent
department faculty meeting it was
decided that scholarships would begin
be presented to students starting in
January 1984.
Althought the society's plans for
fund raising are not definite, it does
plan to raise money and contribute it
to the scholarship fund, said Smith.
The university's chapter of the

organization is a diverse one with
students representing all three areas
of the department.
"At the present time, thi-re are-more
broadcasting majors than there are
public relations or journalism majors.''
said Smith, a senior from Jackson.
Smith added that more students
would be inducted in'.o the society in
December.
Smith said that the society is advised by Dr, Glen Kleine. chairman of the
Mass Communications Department,
who is responsible for the society's
formation.
Kleine explained his reasons for forming the society in this way. "To
honor students who have achieved excellence in academics."

Halloween party
Circle K will sponsor a Halloween
party for the kids of Telford Center
from 2 p.m. until 4 p.m. on Saturday.
Oct. 29 at the Telford Center.
For more information contact Larry
Greenwell at 622-3933.

J, SiTTll'S MUIIM

Stop By Boggs Lane For This Week's
Pts. Spread!
"}four One Stop Tarty Shopi

S Liquors

"The candidates this year are into a lot
of mudslinging and this might deter

Honorary for communicators formed

• What's A Hilltopper Anyway? • I

s

on higher education.
"It's very important that the voters
know the issues and the candidates
stand on those issues..' said Payne.
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260 Boggs Lane A By-Pass
Phone: 624-1690
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J. Slitter's Famous 2 for 1 night
All Night Tonight and Every Tuesday

10/18

Tuesday:

10/19

Wednesday:

10/20

Thursday:

10/21

Friday:

10/22

Saturday:

135 East Main
Richmond. Kentucky

Beat The Clock. Need we say more?
25c Starting 8 p.m.l
2 for 1 until 10. Later, Party with
Phi Delta Theta and J. Sutter's
at the New National Guard Armory.

Phi Kappa Tau 3rd Annual Pep Rally
6-8 Cheer the Colonels and enjoy the cheer!
After The Same Party. Two for One 4-10.
Patio Cookout. Specials Galore. The Celebration Never Ends!

Official
Party
Headquarters
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Arts /Entertainment
% Carrie May
Staff writer
It was 8:30 a.m. on a rainy, gloomy
Thursday. Karen Phillips, an assistant
professor in the Interior Design
department, was already hard at work.
Along with the rest of the department's faculty members, she has been
trying to get the interior design
program accredited. They have been
trying for about five years to get the
program ready.
Phillips is in her eighth year at the
university at a time when getting the
program accredited was the department's main goal.
"It takes a while to work through
curriculum changes." she explained.
The accrediting team, which will
make its visit this week, is made up of
two professional designers, one from
New York City and one from
Richmond. Va. The third member of
the team is an educator at the
university.
Phillips said the team is sponsored
by the Foundation for Interior Design
Education Research (FIDER)
Photo by Tood KWkNM

Ali Gadallah displays his artwork
Though he has maintained a
rigorous load of courses (he is carrying 21 hours this semester), he has
kept nearly a perfect grade average,
faltering to a B only once, in an art
history class.
He is scheduled to receive his
diploma in December.
Upon his return to Eygpt. Gadallah
plans to resume his duties as a high
school principal and then work his way
into the position of designing
audio-visual aids for his country's
Ministry of Education.
"I came here to change my career to
art, which has always been my
hobby." explained Gadallah. "I've
spent a long long time in sports and
I've always been trying to make a
conncection between sport and art."
Along with obtaining a degree in
physical education from
the
University of Cairo. Gadallah has won
Egyptian swimming championships
on the high school and collegiate
levels.
He also has taught physical
education, both on the high school and
college level, at various schools in the
Sudan. Saudi Arabia and the United
Arab Emirates.
Gadallah plans to combine his
knowledge of athletics and his skills as

Morehead State University Student
Association and Jordache
presents

Air Supply
In Concert
Oct. 24 Monday 8 p.m.
Rescheduled
Academic-Athletic Center
Morehead State University
Admission: $10.00
Tickets may be purchased at the door. No Telephone or mail orders

an artist to design posters, pamphlets,
books and films to be used as
instructional aids in Eygpt's
classrooms.
"I know about sports, how the body
moves when it is running or diving or
doing the shot put." he said. "I want
to make illustrations and design
audio-visual aids that show the right
way to do things."
Godallah said he will be glad to get
back home, not only to try his hand at
his new career, but also to rejoin his
wife, a chemistry teacher, and two
sons, whom he has not seen since last
November.
"Especially these days I'm getting
tired of being homesick." Godallah
said. "It's been so long since I've been
home. I' ve been thinking about it all
of the time."
Though Godallah is ready to return
to more familiar setting, where his
presence might not be considered so
extraordinary, he has adapted well
enough during his travels to pick up
more than just medical counseling and
another diploma.
"I came to study American art and
language and culture too." he said. "It
has helped me to be exposed to it
everyday. It's something I've gained
beside studying art."

The interior design student not only
works in interior design courses but
also in art and industrial education
technology :IRT) classes.
"They take a wide range in all
areas," said Phillips. "We have a lot
of students nanoring in art, IET and
business."
This type of program is called an

interdisciplinary program and it is one
of the few in the country.
"What they emphasize here is
having the student ready to go to work
the day they graduate," said Phillips.
Phillips also said that Kentucky is
heavily endowed with interior
designers, but the University of
Kentucky is the only school in the
state thst is accredited.
There are about 90 programs
accredited nationwide. The accreditation "would definitely bring more
students here, and accredidation is
becoming more and more important,"
said Phillips.
What type of things wil the team be
looking for?
They are going to be looking to see
if the curriculum compares with other
schools nationwide, PhiDips said.
"We feel that it does," she said.
Another thing the team will looking
for is if the department knows where
its former graduates are The department knows where about 80 percent of
the graduates are located. Of this
figure, all but about 10 percent are
working in the interior design field.
"Some students head their own
firms." Philips said. She also said the
graduates are in such places as Dallas
and Washington.
The team is also going to want to
know about the department's internship program.
The internship program is 10 weeks

Buy one pair of corduroys attlie regular
price get second pair at
1/2 price!

By Todd Kieffman
Arts editor
A newly formed Lexington theater
group will make its debut performance
at the university Wednesday, Oct. 26.
The troupe. Will Power, will stage
Where There's a Will. There's a Way,
an original play made up of a montage
of scenes from some of William
Shakespheare's most famous dramas.
The production was written and
directed by Lexington resident Robert
Brock, who helped to form Will Power.
Brock will also act in the play, along
with three other professional Lexington actors, Eric Johnson, Nancy
Shane and Kevin Hardeaty.
The play employs scenes from
Romeo and Juliet, The Tempest,
Hamlet, Much Ado About Nothing
and A Midsummer Night's Dream.
According to Brock, who recently
returned from Washington. D.C.,

where he was employed in the Folger
Shakeepheare Group for two years, the
production will primarily intend to
portray the works of Shakespheare in
a lighter, more entertaining manner
than they are usually presented.
"It works as an introduction to
Shakespheare, aimed at anyone from
the junior high level to college
sophomores," explained Brock. "It's
to
let
students know
that
Shakespheare's works can be fun,
exciting and don't necessarily have to
be approached in such a boring manner, like they usually are in high
school."
• . .
According; to Brock, the 45-minute
performance brings the ghost of
Shakeepheare out of the audience to
defend bis works against a troupe of
actors who argue that the stuff is too
heavy and boring.
Brock said he incorporates some of
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"They are also going to be looking
at whether or not we have a strong'
advisory board." said Phillips.
"The student's input is important.'' i
she said.
•"■
The board is composed of practicing' designers, alumni and current
students.
>'
"The students are realy involved m
making curriculum changes and iri'
program direction." she said.
'■ J'
"The biggest thing is that we keep I
current with what's going on," Phillip'
said of the curriculum chanson.-

the more exciting and humorous'
scenes from the famous plays to aid'
his Shakespheare in maldng his points.'
The performance is being brought to
the university by Dr. Dan Robinettev
professor of speech and theater arts,'
Dr. Nancy Lee-Riffe, professor of
English, and Dr. Anne Brooks, chair''
man of humanities, in conjunction'
with the University Center Board and'
the Department of Arts and
Humanities.
• '•
"We are interested in giving general
education students a feel for'
Shakespheare's drama performed KvK '
instead of only using the textbook approach;" explained tWRHfor '«" * •
Will Power's performance of Where
There's a W(U There's a Way will be
staged in the Gifford Theater at 10:30' .
a.m. and 1:00 p.m on Oct. 26 and at
9:15 a.m. and 11:46 a.m. on Oct. 2T7*
The shows are free to the public.-' -
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The team will be looking at the
department's faculty.
"They are going to want to know
that the faculty is qualified," said
Phillips. She said that the department'
emphasizes that all the teachers have
professional experience.
'"',

'Served daily
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Another thing the team is going to
look for is if the department i«.
involved in any professional interior'
design clubs The department has two
professional student chapters cai
campus.
, ,
One is the American Society of
Interior Designers (ASID) and the
other is the Institute of Business
Designers (IBD).
"If we don't get accredited, we lose
our student chapter." said Phillips.

raa^raz^s^ELE .
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Black Cat Special

long. A student usually takes it during
the summer between the junior and
senior year.
-r

Troupe to perform Shakespeare works

Please Help
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Interior design department
strives for accreditation-

Gadallah
combines
athletics
with art
By Todd Klefbnan
Arts editor
Though he would rather not mnke a
big thing out of them, there are several
factors that make Ali Gadallah a little
different.
That his name sounds like some
magic words a sultan might bespeak
to a carpet to make it fly tips you off
slightly.
That he bears a strong resemblance
to the late Egyptian statesman Anwar
Sadat clues you in a little further.
When you find out he is an
ex-swimming champion, with a degree
in physical education and is on leave
- from his job as headmaster of a Cairo
high sch. >ol to study art at the university, it really blows his cover.
Of course, there is also the matter of
age which hek>s distinguish Gadallah
from the typical college student, but
he'd rather not mention it.
'"Please do not tell my age to the
students. I'm afraid they will stop
talking to me.
said Gadallah. in
slightly choppy but still well conveyed
English. "It is not impcrtant."
What is important to Gadallah is his
artwork and receiving his degree so he
can return to his native Egypt and
embark on his new career
Gadallah came to the United States
in May of 1982 with a two-fold purpose: to get medical treatment for his
diabetes and to attain his bachelor's
degree in art.
Gadallah's brother, an American
educated physician, referred him to a
diabetes specialist in Lexington.
When he was informed that
treatment la his case would require at
least six months of therapy and
counseling, he decided to pursue his
"hobby" as an artist by studying at
the university.
"I couldn't stay here and just go to
see the doctor all the time." said
Gadallah.
When Gadallah enrolled in the fall
of 1983. it was quickly noticed that his
artistic talents were advanced beyond
the level of some of the basic courses
required for a bachelor s degree and he
was allowed to bypass such classes
and move into more demanding
schedule.

:»« :;!
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Talking Heads earn crowd's respect

Good-bye kiss
ToddKleffman
We had been going together,
steadily, for almost a yew. We were
introduced at the beginning of the fall
emneetar laat year and we formed a
C—MI, once-a-week relationship. No
heavy commitment*, no cramping
each other's style. We were just
friends, that's all and we had a pretty
good time.
As the semester progressed, so did
our involvement with one another.
Soon, we began to see each other twice
a week... sometimes three times and a
stronger bond was being formed
between us.
She realised that she could depend
on ma at tines, late at night, when
there was nobody else around. In turn,
1 enjoyed die companionship and
) that being associated with her
.Things went smoothly. It was a
simple, open, modern type of relation
ship. We both had other interests,
neither of us demanded too much from
the other and I like to think we both
benefitted from each other's company.
.But, toward the end of the semester,
complications arose.
She was having trouble with one of
her other suitors and I thought it
would be my chance to move in and
make it a mere exclusive affair.
Maybe I was pushing it, expecting
too much too soon, I don't know, but
I,wanted it and she knew that I did.
But she turned me down.
Needless to say I waa disappointed.
I didn't understand why she looked me
over and then passed me by. But I
tried not to let it show and I continued
to see her as I did before, nothing
serious, no heavy commitments, just
a casual, once-a-week tnkig.
I don't know exactly what happened
over the Christmas holiday vacation,
but when I returned to campus, things
had changed.
, She came to me and said that I was
in, if 1 still wanted to be. I was shocked
and excited at the same time and
maybe accented her offer more quickly
than I should have, I don't know, but
I. was finally in with her and I was
glad.
Gosh, it had all the romance and
intrigue of your first night in a big city. We did everything together: the
theater, art shows, concerts, grand
openings, receptions, the whole bit.
We became deeply involved during
the course of the spring semester. We
spent most of our time together. I
missed classes to be with her. I stayed
up all night and then, sometimes,
again the next night, just so I could
give her a hand with something that
she needed to finish.
I learned a lot of tilings from her and
met a lot people when I was with her.
Sometimes people would talk about us
downtown, or over in the Campbell
Building or anywhere and they they
JeOuld talk to me and ft was sort of
alee.
•?When the summer came, our

separate interests farced us to follow
separate paths for a while and it was
a nice change of pace. We saw each
other a couple of times over the break
and talked about the ensuing eemester
with anticipation, and a little
nervousness, wondering if things
would still be the same.
It wsa. at bast almost the same, and
that might have been where the
trouble started.
For the first month of this
semsester, everything went fairly
smoothly. It waa nice to get into the
routine again, to do the things we did
before and run with the old crowd
again. Old tines were good times.
For « while, everything was all right.
But then I sensed somewhere, maybe
a slight warning side in the back of my
bead or heart, that somehow things
weren't exactly right.
I don't know what it waa for sure
that caused the trouble. It was
probably more of a combination of
things that just pued up on top of each
other too qukkly, than a single problem that could be blamed one way or
the other.
But anyway, there wasn't any
serious rowe or big disagreement or
anything like that. It was just a slow,
subtle sort of grating that sneaks up
on you and before you know it, things
have gotten out of hand
I don't know who's fault it was, I
guess it was probably more mine for
feeling stifled and antsy and not
putting my whole heart into it
anymore. But I couldn't help it really, it was just one of those things that
happen The romance and passion just
sort of get drained out after a while
and things get to be a drag, like a song
you heard too many times before.
The time we spent together, and it
seemed like we were spending more
time together than ever before, was
getting to be more of a drudgery than
was good for either of us. On the
nights we shared together, I would
have had more fun slssping. It wss like
we were just doing everything out of
mere habit, nothing more.
The obligations became too much
and not much fun until, Anally, I summoned the hard heart to say that it
was time for s change of scenery, that
there had been a change of heart. It
wasn't easy but it was for the best.
That was two weeks ego. Now is
when it is really being wiped clean. I
guess we're both going to do alright,
we've both been through this kind of
thing before. Nothing much has been
said, most feelings have been
camouflouged with the usual
aloofness, taking everthing in stride,
never really knowing what the other
is fchifilriwy

Sometimes, you just have to enjoy
one lsst kiss and walk away, glad for
the memories, but reedy lor what may
come next. All good things come to an
end and you just say good-bye.

By Todd Hsffaaaa
ArU editor
If the Talking Heads didn't quite
succeed in SsssaJ down the entire
house, they certainly sparked a four
alarm blaze that left most of the crowd
in awe.
It took the band a while to warm up
the apprehensive audience of approximately 3,800 in Lexington's Memorial
Coliseum Tuesday night, but tbeir
combustible funk rhythms and lively
stage presence eventually ignited
. some well deserved ovations.
The show promised to be unusual
from the very beginning and managed to keep most of the crowd in a state
of wonderment throughout the entire
performance.
To be sure, the Heads' unrelenting
bombardment of heavy-duty urban
funk and spunky stage antics caught
everybody off gaurd.
The predominately white, middle
class crowd, the majority accustomed
to the sterile void of traditional Rupp
Arena superstar concerts, was slightly bewildered by the band's complex,
cosmopolitan mix of progressive black
rhythms and quirky, art school
sophistication.
When the fashionably late David
Byrne strode casually on to the completely empty stage, armed with only
an acoustic guitar and a ghetto
blaster, and launched into "Psycho
Killer" with the house lights up, it wss
evident that this wasn't going to be
any ordinary rock and roll show.
With each successive song, a new instrument was brought onstage. First
Martina Weymoth's bass was added,
then Chris Frantz's drums and then
Jerry Harrison on electric guitar.
By the time all nine members of the
band's expanded line-up had made
their presence known, the audience
was happily caught up in the confusion
and didn't know quite what to expect
next.

Photo by Todd Kteffman

Talking Heads on stage at Memorial Coliseum

ntrltw
With back-to-back
ck-to-back performances
perfor
of
their two biggest hits. "Burning Down
the House" and "Life During Waitime," the Heads finally got the whole
crowd where they wanted them, on
their feet, and then promptly exited for
a 20- minute intermission.
The second set was performed at an
even brisker pace, relying mostly on
the stronger but less familiar matt-rial
from their last two albums.

poly rhythmic sound they have achieved in the recording studio.
The show provided a new twist
around every turn, not by pulling any
fancy punches, but by using simple,
subtly effective changes of face.

There was never a dull moment,
even with the more obscure songs and
the three new tunes that were added.
It didn't really seem to matter that the
majority of the audience wasn't really acquainted with most of the songs;
they were performed with such tenacity and verve that they just overpowered the crowd.
The band ripped through one infectious hip shaker after another with
crack precision, consistently maintaining the intricate and complex

Of course, the catalyst of this
perpetual motion was the mild mannered lunatic Byrne, who. at times
herked and jerked around the stage
like a rag doll on puppet strings and
then fluidly switched to a smooth,
limber dance floor strutter.

Burnett's album records dark side of fame
By Bob Herron
Staff writer
As one of the few admitted Christian
rock and roll performers, T-Bone
Burnett has taken a chance on getting
a message across in his music while
not polarizing any audience he might
have
When a musician openly admits a
message can be heard in his music
many people automaticaly turn their
minds off to the message. This has
been proven by a couple of performers
such aa Arlo Guthrie, but most
notsbly by Bob Dylan.
T-Bone Burnett should not have this
problem. His album Proof Through the
Night mentions the declining morality in our society, but doesn't proselyte
in any way. Never does Burnett speak
out about serving somebody or being
saved.
Instead Burnett uses beautifully
writ.cn lyrics and s hiking of s
strong band of performers, highlighted
by Pete Townshend, Ry Cooder and

Review
Steve Soles.
The band is tight and backs up very
well the vocalizing by Burnett which
sounds like across between Geddy Lee
and Bob Dylan. In other wordsunique.
Burnett doesn't sing about the nice
side of rock
and roll and
commercialism; he sings about just the
opposite, the dark side of fame, the
people who don't make it or if the do,
are now middle aged and burned
out...people who are in the wasteland
of entertainment.
If you've ever wondered what
happened to the pin-up girls you admired, listen to "Fatalh/ Beautiful"
where Burnett sings about a girl who
is shunned because she "frightens men
with her figure." Out of desperation
and because of her naivette she is
hustled by a man who makes her a star
by exploiting her body.

The one song that jumps off the
record is the acoustic "After All These
Years." The song is hauntingly in the
same vain as a Bob Dylan album a few
years back. Blood on the Tracks
The only time Burnett fails in his
album is with two song/poems, "The
Sixties" and "Hefner and Disney." In
these two songs Burnett does become
too preachy and his sarcasm is too
thick for the songs to work.
The one song in which Burnett
makes fun of the star system and the
fads that affect the music world, or
any vocation where a person does what
is popular rather than what he feels is
right is the song "Hula Hoop." where
Burnett sings:
So you 're bound to hit the big time
Then you better do it right
Oo get yourself a patent and a
healthy appetite
For some overpaid attention and a
lot of neon light
Then you too can be a Hoola hoop.

Byrne created several different
characters using only minimal visual
props. He was shy and brainy, peering
out behind thick, black-framed glasses.
He was pathetic and sad eyed as he
cradled a floor lamp and mused. "I
guess I must be having fun." He was
a little, rubber-limbed clown swallowed up in a big, broad shouldered suit.
He as always engaging, no matter
what guise he wore.
When the Heads launched into its
final number of the second set, a rousing, uplifting gospel version of "Take
Me to the River." the crowd, leery at
the show's beginning two and a half
hours before, had definitely come
around.
It had indeed been a rock and roll
baptism of sorts for those who had
witnessed the performance. The Talking Heads had presented their unique
brand of music with a zeal and candor
that earned at least respect, if not
outright adulation from a crowd that
was generally unprepared for such an
unusual show.
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Sports

Raiders plundered
as Netters triumph
By George Gabehart
Sports editcr
The women's tennis team rebounded
from a narrow loss at the hands of
Morehead 9tate. last week, to defeat
the Blue Raklers of Middle Tennessee
State University 6-3 on Thursday.
Bolstered by four wins in the singles
matches, the Lady Netters were also
able to post two victories in doubles.
Perhaps the most needed mental victory for the Netters came in the
number two doubles matchup. In that
contest. Jeanie Waldron and Susan
Wilson battled back from a first-set
loss to dispose of the Blue Raider duo
of Suzie Newberry and Marty Henry.
3-6. 7-5. 6-2.
Although the Waldron-Wilson win
wasn't pivotal in capturing the overall
match, Waldron said it was indicative
of the progress the two have made this
spring in doubles.
"Susan and I are just now working
out our playing together.'' said the
sophomore from Dayton.Ohio. "Every
match we learn something new about
each other."
The fact the duo battled back from
a tough first set. also gave the team

more confidence in their capabilities,
said Waldron. She said the lack of
confidence had caused a loss of
continuity in the tandem's earlier
doubles matches.
"We knew it was there." said the
hard-hitting righthander of the pair's
confidence « each other. "We just
couldn't find it."
Chris Halbauer broke a skein threeset wins with an easy 6-2, 6-4 victory
over Newberry in the number two
singles match.
Halbauer later teamed with the topseeded Lady Netter Claudia Porras to
defeat the number-one Blue Raider
doubles team of Michelle Girle and
Linda I.ong 7-6. 7-6.
In a rare occurrence this fall. Porras
dropped her top-seeded singles match
to .Girle 6-4. 7-5.
Porras rated her performance as
being below par. attributing her loss
to her own errors.
"She was very consistent." said the
Colombia. South America native.
"And I made too many mistakes."
The Lady Netters also received
strong performances in the middle of
the lineup.

Toppers attempt
to burn Colonels'
Cabin on the Hill'

-

Photo by Mark Campbell

Laura Hesselbrock awaits the service
After the match, coach Sandra Martin said she was pleased with the efforts of the Netters.
"We had some very good singles
play," said the first-year coach. "We're
starting to get where our potential is.''

Laura Hesselbrock, a freshman from
Mt. Sterling shut out the number-four
Blue Raider, Henry, 60. 6-0, and
Waldron defeated Middle Tennessee's
Lynn Swindell 6-4. 6-1 at the numberfive position

Porras scores international triumph

:

By Tara Clark
Staff writer
The road to Richmond has taken
Claudia Porras from South America to
Kgypt and from Miami to the
university.
Porras. a junior political science major, transferred to the university last
year when she was offered a scholarship to play tennis.
Now the top-ranked IJHIV Netter.
Porras transferred from Miami where
she lived with her two brothers and a
sister while attending Miami Dade
Community College.
"1 heard that Kastem had a very
good political science program." said
Porras. "I saw pictures of the campus
and I thought it was really pretty. I
also heard the people were friendly.
"They also offered me a scholarship
to come and play tennis for them."
Porras. a native of Colombia. South
America, has played tennis since the
age of 10.
.
"My whole family plays tennis, so I
started." said Porras. .Although she
has played tennis for nearly half of her
life, she said she has never had a formal lesson.
"I played with my brothers and I
read books on tennis." she said.
While Porras has won several
tournaments, including the Junior
National tournament in Colombia, she
said she does not plan on a
professional tennis career.
"I love tennis. I think it is a nice

Claudia Porras
sport." said Porras. "You get to meet
people and develop physically and
mentally.
"1 also love the political environment. I want to keep on studying."
While attending school in Miami,
Porras worked as an office assistant to
state Sen. Brenda Hawkins.
"I would may be eventually like to
attend law school and specialize in
politics.' said Porras. "I developed an
even stronger interest in this area
while working as an office assistant."
Although Porras said she hopes to
have a career, she also plans to
continue with her tennis on a smaller

FORGET ME NOT FLOWERS
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scale after college.
"I'm going to concentrate most of
my efforts on my studies rather than
tennis," said Porras. "Although I will
keep on playing tennis."
It was this interest in political
affairs that prompted the five-year
Colombian National tournament
champion to send the late Answer
Sadat, then Egyptian President, a
token of appreciation for his efforts
following the peace talks at Camp
David.
"I thought it was so great for
countries like Israel and Egypt to go
to a country (United States) and start
peace treaties." said Porras.
"I sent a letter and a trophy that I
had won to Sadat. He wrote back
inviting me to visit Egypt for 17 days
as his guest." said Porras.
"I never expected him to invite me
to Egypt," said Porras. "I just wanted
the people in Colombia to know about
peace."
Porras accepted Sadat's invitation
and traveled to Egypt where she met
several government leaders and talked
with Sadat.
"Sadat gave me a silver mirror in
memory of my trip," said Porras. "The
same day he died, the mirror broke. It
was sort of strange."
In addition to picture albums and
newspaper clippings, Porras said she
brought back a vivid image of Egypt.
"It is a very beautiful country even

By George Gabehart
Sports editcr
The women's field hockey team added a mark in each column of its record
this week with a win, a loss and a tie
at James Madison University in
Harrisonburg, Va.
The team took on Division II power
Ixmgwood College on Friday night and
battled to a 1-1 tie.
The squad got its onh- goal when
freshman midfielder Card Van Winkle
put the ball past the Longwood
defender in a match that saw the Colonels dominate the offensive end of the
field.
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first scores of the season for the Chevy
Chase, Md., native.
The Colonels' third match of the
weekend cane against host James
Madison University.
Tired from the first two matches,
said Daugherty, the squad fall to
James Madison 3-0.
"I think a lot of the problem was we
just got tired," said Daugherty.
"Fatigue just set in."
A road swing through Ohio and
Indiana awaits the Colonels this
weekend as the squad faces Dayton,
Ball State and Toledo.
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"We were the better team," said
Anne Daugherty, a defender from
Englewood, Ohio. "I guess we just
couldn't muster a scoring punch."
After 70 minutes, the teams were
deadlocked at one apiece. The squads
then squared off through two
10-minute overtime periods which produced no further scoring.
On Saturday morning the Colonels
took on a Division III school. Eastern
Menonite.
The squad came away with a 3-2 victory on two goals by junior Peggy
Pheiffer and another by Monica Storz.
Pheiffer's goals accounted for the
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Western runs effectively behind
Glendell Miller, a sophomore from
Owensboro. who has rushed for nearly
650 yards this season. Teamed with
Miller is utility back Danny Embree.
The Colonels match Western's
backfield with an impressive 1-2 punch
of their own.
Senior Terence Thompson enters the
contest with an average juat shy of
100 yards per contest despite sitting
out much of the Middle Tennessee
game with an elbow injury.
Thompson's mnntngmate, Victor
Mims, has proven to be • valuable
blocker while accumulating some
impressive statistics himself.
Mims has carried the ball 62 times
this season far 223 yards for a 4.3 yard
per carry average.
The Colonels also sport one of the
premier receivers in the state in Tron
Armstrong.
Armstrong has badgered the opposition for 13 receptions this season and
averages 22.9 yards per catch.
At the quarterback slot, freshman
Pat Smith has finally secured the
starting spot and has begun to exhibit
the leadership necessary to keep the
Colonels moving in the winning
direction.
The game with Western will be
televised live by WKYT-TV. Channel
27 of Lexington, with Tim Smile doing
the play-by-play.
To accomodate the broadcast,
kickoff time for the contest has been
changed to 1:05 p.m. inwi^ad of the
usual 1:30 starting time
A special half-hour presentation
focusing on the Colonels and their
slogan "a matter of pride," will be
aired before the game.

Hockey squad evens up on three
scores at James Madison matches

JOB APPLICATION PHOTOS
M*> PASSPORTS TOO!!

Cash and carry only

Flowers
for any occasion!

though there are a lot of poor people,"
Porras said. "It was very evident
everywhere."
Although Porras likes to speculate
on her future, she does not like to set
goals.
"Sometimes you have goals but you
don't know if you'll make them. For
me. there are no compromises," said
Porras.
While giving as much as five days
a week to tennis, Porras does not seem
likely to lose sight of world affairs.

By George Gabehart
Sports editor
When
Western
Kentucky
University invades Hanger Field
Saturday for the annual game with the
Colonels, more will be on the line than
just a football game.
For both schools, the game means
tradition; a win that will be gained on
a wing, a prayer or a song.
For the university, the song is the
"Cabin on the Hill." The song is sung
after each Colonel victory and has been
heard in Coach Roy Kidd's locker room
after the past 18 consecutive games
For Western, a win would mean the
answer to a prayer for respectability
in a season that so far has produced
only one win in six tries.
And as for the wing, the winning
players will be considered angels by
the alumni and well wishers of the
triumphant institution.
Western enters the contest with a
deceiving 1-5 record riding a one-game
winning streak after defeating
Tennessee Tech University 17-0 last
Saturday.
Throughout the early season, the
Hilltoppers have been plagued by
turnovers and very little luck as they
have fallen to the University of
Louisville, Akron, Austin Peay,
Southeast
Louisianna
and
Youngstown State.
Meanwhile, the Colonels were
marching along to their current 5-0
record with a series of close wins
against East Tennessee, Youngstown
State, Akron, Austin Peay and Middle
Tennessee.
Both squads boast talented running
backs who figure prominently in their
respective offenses.
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Golfers drive away
rocky fall with high
finish in Iron Duke

Spikers use tourney
to gauge OVC foes

s :•

,

By Scott Wilson
Staff writer
The
mid-season Ohio Valley
Conference tournament last weekend
in Morehead accomplished a variety of
things. Besides adding to a team's
record, this tournament provided a
learning experience
for
the
participants.
It was a favorable experience for the
Spikers. The team played well enough
for a second-place finish and a 6-2
tournament tally to bring their overall
record to 18-11.
"I was pleased with our effort," said
Coach Dr. Geri Pol vino. "I was a little
disappointed that we couldn't match
Tennessee lech's desire to win the
tournament.''
The Spikera rolled through the first
day of competition while compiling a
4-0 record.
The Spikers topped Akron to open
tournament play. Then the squad
defeated Murray State. Austin Peay
and Youngstown State.
But the fortunes of the Spikers
changed when the squad met
Tennessee lech in the opening match
of the second day.

Tennessee Tech, an emerging OVC
vc-Ueyball power over the past few
years, beat the Spikers 15-11 and
15-10.
"They were tough," said sophomore
Debbie Dingman. "We didn't expect
that."
"Tech played extremely well,
because it was practically the same
team from last year," said Pol vino.
"They played well together."
The squad regrouped to win its next
two matches as the Spikers downed
host Morehead State 12-15.16-13 and
15-8 before romping over Middle
Tennessee 15-4 and 15-6. This set up
a rematch against Tech m the finals.
Tech did play well together as they
took the tourney title with a two-game
victory over the Spikers, 15-12 and
16-13.
Char Gillespie and Lisa Tecca
represented the Spikera on the alltournament team.
"They (Tech) were good," said
freshman Angela Boykina "They were
mixing their offense and we didn't
adjust."
"This tournament gives us a
realistic insight to the OVC

Photo by Sew Elkim

Sandy Carrel positions for the shot
standings," related Polvino. "The
OVC has improved so much."
The competition doesn't get any
easier this weekend when the Spikers
host two Eastern powerhouses, Penn

State and Rhode Island
Penn State, ranked among the
nation's top 20, visits Richmond at 7
p.m. Friday, and Rhode Island will
play the Spikers at l p.m. Sunday.

Lisa Tecca spikes it rich in volleyball
By Scott Wilson
Staff writer
Making myself known is not
what is uppermost in my mind.
I am aiming at something
better.,.to please myself.
G. Flaubert
She was being prodded by a visitor
but that didn't make it any easier. Lisa
Tecca was having a hard time talking
about herself The words about her
awards and records did not come
easily.
Tecca, a sophomore volleyball
standout from Akron, Ohio, lives
inside a veil of privacy that she quietly, but firmly, pulls around herself.
"She has great potential," said Dr.
Geri Polvino, the volleyball coach.
"She handles that fine. She is quiet
and her quietness is sometimes
misunderstood.''
Tecca is not very quiet on the court
though. She has been making noise
and making people atop and take
notice since her high school days at
Hoban High School in Akron.
At Hoban, Tecca was the Most
Valuable Player, Best Offensive Player
and was voted the school's Outstanding Female Athlete. And all the
accolades came in one short year.
Tecca attributes her success to her
family, to which she said she is very
close.
"We have a real close family," she
said. "I can always talc to them. I
know they are always there. That's a
good feeling"

IBBMtg]
Lisa Tecca
College coaches began to make
frequent visits to Akron to watch her
in action. They wanted Tecca to bring
her services to their campuses.
"I visited Indiana, Kent State, all
the Tennessee schools and Eastern,"
said Tecca. "I decided on Eastern for
personal reasons. I liked the school
and the people here, but it was mainly
personal reasons."
The switch from high school to
college competition can sometimes be
difficult for an athlete.

Tecca made that crucial adjustment
a little slower than she would have
liked. She kept asking Polvino to put
her in the lineup but the coach kept
saying she just wasn't ready.
"We do not like to use freshmen
because they are too young and
inexperienced for our level of competition," said Polvino.
"We brought Lisa along slowly," she
added. "We didn't expect to use her
until mid-season."
Much to Tecca's chagrin, Polvino
was right.
"I froze my first game," related the
affable brunette. "It was such a shock.
Everyone is so much better in college.
I wasn't ready to play as a freshman.
Now I feel comfortable."
Tecca felt comfortable enough as a
freshman to help her team to a 34-15
record, Top 20 recognition and the
squad's second consecutive Ohio
Valley Conference crown.
This year, Tecca has helped the
Colonels to an 18-11 tally. Personally
her play has been "not bad".
Tecca's "not bad" play has enabled
her to set three school records. At a
tournament in Missouri she set school
marks for most total blocks with 10,
most solo blocks with 4 and most total
attacks with 36. All the marks are
single-game totals.
The Akron native also leads the
team after 21 games in kills with 174
and total attacks with 425. Tecca also
lead.) the Colonels with 40 service aces
and 35 solo blocks.

YOUR BSN IS WORTH AN
OFFICER'S COMMISSION
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Your BSN means you're a professional. In the Army, it also
means you're an officer. You start as a full-fledged member of our
medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities,
P.O. Box 7713, Burbank, CA 91510.

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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"Lisa plays an important role on the
team," said teammate Char Gillespie.
"You can look to her in tight
situations."
"She is a competitor and we need
that," said fellow Colonel Lori Duncan.
"She is the number-one attacker and
the main concern of the other team."
When those knowledgeable about
volleyball talk about Tecca, many
things are said; however, one main
thing continues to surface. That is—
potential.
Tecca's potential has caused her to
be compared to ex-Colonel Deanne
Madden. Madden made the 1984
United States women's Olympic
volleyball team and Tecca is expected
to reach Madden's leveL
"She is a naturally-talented athlete,"
commented Duncan. "She has lots of
potential that few people around
have."
"She is much farther along than
Deanne was as a sophomore," said
Polvino. "I don't think she even knows
her own potential. She is just getting
started."

By David Smith
Staff writer
The men's golf team concluded their
fall season last week with a seventhplace finish in the Iron Duke Classic
at Durham, N.C. And with the
season's end, came the culmination of
a fall filled with frustration, occasional,
jubilation and controversy.
The up-and-down fall began for the
Colonels in August when Coach Bobby
Seaholm was placed on administrative
leave by the university after he was
charged with a misdemeanor crime.
Returning team members and new
recruits found that Seaholm had been
replaced by Dr. Paul Motley, who
acted as interim coach pending the
permanent replacement of Seaholm.
The iwxt setback for the squad came
a week later when Scott Simpson, a
would-be senior from Benton, 111., left
school due to personal reasons.
Simpson had shown himself to be a
prominent candidate for the team last
season and the squad was counting on
his contribution and a void was felt
after his departure.
Despite the setbacks, the Colonels
still appeared to have the makings oi
a championship squad with three AllOhio Valley Conference players
returning.
The players included seniors Tim
Duignan and Kelly Finney. and
sophomore Russ Barger.
Barger had been named last season's
OVC Golfer of the Year after he cap
tured
the
1982-83
league
championship.
The team's first test came when the
Colonels traveled to Murray State for
the inaugural match of the season.
There, the Colonels lost a threestroke lead over the final 18 holes to
finish in the runner-up position to the
Memphis State Tigers.
After Murray, the Colonels
journeyed to Ohio State to participate
in the Buckeye Fall Classic, a
prestigious tournament that could
have given the Colonels national
exposure if they produced a good
showing.
But poor play left the university in
13th-place and a finish behind Murray
State. Murray's higher finish marked
the first time in over a year that the
Colonels had lost to another OVC
competitor.

Following the Buckeye Classic, the
university returned home to host the
Colonel Fall Classic at Arlington
Country Club.
One of the season's bright spots
occurred that weekend as the Colonels
took team honors and Tim Duignan
took the individual title.
But the victory was dampened when
senior Tom Shelton missed his teetime for the final round and was
subsequently suspended from the
squad.
Putting the dark clouds behind
them, the team traveled to Bowling
Green to compete in the Kentucky
Intercollegiate championship.
Featuring the small field of Western.
Murray, the University of Kentucky
and the Cobnels. members of the
squad said they felt they had a chance
to walk away with the title.
But once again, poor play hampered
the Colonels as the squad finished last
in the field of four.
Like the Buckeye Classic, the Iron
Duke featured some of the top squads
in the country and a high finish would
help salvage at least part of the
disappointing season.
Paced by Barry Werhman. the
university played well all three days
and finished the tourney in seventh
place.
The Colonels finished behind North
Carolina. Clemson, Wake Forest.
Duke, South Carolina and Guilford
College.
Werhman fired rounds of 73, 74 and
73 to give him a 220 total and an
eighth-place individual finish. Right
behind Werhman with a 221 was Kelly
Finney, followed by Russ Barger at
225. Tim Duignan at 232 and Danny
Parrett with a 237.
The Iron Duke Classic ended the
season that hit some bright spots and
many lows for the Colonels.
"We had a little trouble getting
organized at first and that may have
deterred from our playing somewhat.'
concluded EKiignan. "We didn't play
that well all season, but we ended on
a positive note."
Finney meanwhile looked on the fall
as a learning process.
"We didn't play that well this fall,
but we'll definitely play better in the
spring," said Finney. "By then,
everybody will know their role."
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Athletics
are way
of life for
Karl Park
By Sherry Kaffenbarger
Staff writer
As a child. Karl Park, sports editor
for the Division of Public Information
at the university, was active in sports
as he grew up in Richmond.
And as he grew, so did his fascination and admiration of the university
and its sports programs.
So. when he neared high school
graduation and he began to scout for
a college to attend, the obvious choice
to him was the university.
"It s kind of a dream come truebeing able to stay in your own
hometown- which I like," Park said.
It s kind of like a Pete Rose storyliefore hi- was traded oft"
In his job. Park is responsible for
covering seven intercollegiate sports.
I le does this, said Park, by preparing
-.ports media guides and reporting
university statistics to the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
headquarters.
Park updates weekly releases
highlighting the teams' recent contests ■.! hn ii are added to a regional
NCAA list.
Anot her facet of his job involves the
frequent submission of feature articles
and profiles on university athletes for
publication.
This may include sending information highlighting the players
accomplishments to the media in an
athlete's hometown or sending
information to the various local media.
Bul not all of Park's duties involve
the print media. Often he is called
upon to provide information for local
radio and television stations as well as
aidng the broadcasters in covering the
gam*.
"We're negotiating now with a
l'lev ision station in Lexington about
televising the Western football game.
Park said "Since our football team has
become so popular and our games in
playoffs are automatically on
television, we know what they mean
DOW."

\- a result of the university's foothall efforts and the traditional rivalry
associated with the two schools.
WKYT-TV will televise the Saturday
matchup
And what the televised games mean
to the university is added revenue for
broadcast rights and increased exposure for the team.
Park said he personally covers two
or three sports programs The other
intercollegiate sports are covered by
three student volunteers.
Vt'f feel our job description is informal lonal and not really promotional,"
Park said The information supplied by
Park is used bv the media and coaches
in competition.

Coach's commentsEKU vs. Western
George Gabehart

Photo by Dtmy Bnndtnburg

Karl Park answering correspondence
As a student. Park majored in
business administration and was a
staff writer for The Eastern Progress.
He also served as sports editor on the
staff for three years.
Park graduated in May 1970 and
was able to move into his present position in August 1970. His predecessor
transferred away from the university,
facilitating Park's immediate transition from student to staff member.
"Even after graduation. I didn't
give it a lot of thought about going to
work in this area." said Park. "I
wanted to go into newspaper writing
and hopefully into sports writing."
Park said he had his sights set on a
sportswriting job for an area
newspaper, but found, nstead. the
opening at the university.
"If I ever got tired of this job. I probably would look into that job area
again." he said. "I like this job. It's a
challenge each day to respond to
people's requests."
Park said one of the benefits of
working with the sport teams is the
amount of traveling involved. He has
been to .California and Texas with
university teams for national championship games. And he has been able
to visit Florida. Delaware and much of
the Midwest.
"That's certainly a plus to the job."
Park said.
Through his job. Park has met such
respected broadcasters as Lindsey
Nelson and Bill Flemming. as well as
Alan Page, a former player for the
Vikings.
Park said the only aspect he does
not enjoy about his job is soliciting
advertising for football.
The job title which Park holds will
be included in the College of Health.

Physical Education. Recreation and
Athletics this year. In May. he will
move to the Begley Building to work
under his new department.
"It's an interesting job. It's grown
here enough where I think a full-time
assistant is needed," Park said. "I
think it's time to really look at adding
another full-time person."
Park was married in October 1980
and he and his wife are expecting their
first child soon.

Like water and oil, akimni of both
this university and Western Kentucky
University don't mix.
At least not during the fall football
season, that is.
And for many years, no one seems
sure how long it's been, that's the way
it's been for undergraduates and
graduates of the two regional
universities.
The gridiron series between the two
began in 1914 when the Hilltoppers
from Bowling Green first squared off
against the Colonels in the first game
of the perennial rivalry.
In that first matchup, the Colonels
came out victorious, 34-6 enroute to
their current record against the
Hilltoppers of 23 wins. 32 losses and
2 ties.
The series between the two schools
has transcended the years and that
first meeting between the regional
powers into much more than a game.
It has become a spectacle.
According to Coach Roy Kidd, mentor of the Colonel gridders, the
Western Game has become the game
of the season for the players as well as
the fans.
"If people cant get excited when we
play Western, then there's something
wrong with them if they're an Eastern
graduate," said Kidd.
And Kidd should know. The coach
started his career with the Colonels as
a quarterback for the squad back in
the fifties and has since become the
football program's staunchest
supporter.
Kidd reacts when mention is made
of the battle with Westtrn and a bell
seems to go off in his mind at the
sound of the Hilltopper name. His eyes
light up and mental pictures of

strategies seem to hover about him.
He's admitted it many times- not
too many things in his coaching life
make Kidd more happy than defeating
Western.
And the tone of his voice, when he
talks about the emotions he has about
the matchup give an indication of his
feelings for the Hilltoppers.
"They're Western and we're
Eastern," said the skipper. "We've
played for years and years and years.
It's the biggest, probably the oldest
rivalry in the state.
"I think the Alums, if they had any
team they wanted to beat, it would be
Western.
"Same thing down there," said
Kidd. "I think they probably feel the
same way about us."
According to Coach Jimmy Feix. the
leader of the Hilltopper brigade, the
yearly meeting between his players
and the Colonels is a high point of the
year.
"I think it's a glamorous game,"
said the 16-year pilot of the Hilltoppers. "It is sort of the high point of our
schedule and in our fall activites on
campus when we have them down
here.
"When we go up there, there's a lot
of excitement and people follow us up
there."
Both coaches admit some of the
glamor surrounding the game has
diminished in the last few years since
Western dropped out of the Ohio
Valley Conference.
But they also agree that preparation
for the game comes easily, due to the
tradition surrounding the rivalry.
"I think a little of the luster may
have been lost because it's a nonconference game." said Feix. "But

we're two of the bigger regional universities and it's still an exciting thing.
"I think there's still the same kind
of (atmosphere)." said Feix. "I don't
know how it will end up down the road,
but there'll always be the interest and
intensity."
As Kidd has been known to say.
Western is Western despite the fact
they are no longer a part of the OVC.
And to the Colonel coach, a win over
the Hilltoppers still carries the emotional rewards even though a conference championship is not at stake.
Entering the contest, the Colonels
have proven themselves to be the class
of Division 1-AA football. Through the
years. Hidd has built a winning program that has culminated with unqualified success during the last four
years.
In the past four seasons, the Colonels have appeared in an unprecedented four consecutive national
championship games and emerged victorious twice
During his 20-yiar coaching tenure,
Kidd has acumulated 151 wins against
only 55 losses and six ties. In the OVC,
the Colonels under Kidd's direction
have captured six league championships and battled Western for several
others.
Entering the Western contest, the
Colonels have a spotless 5-0 record and
a number-one national ranking.
During his sixteen years at Western.
Feix has won 105 of the 163 games he
has coached. In OVC play, the Hilltoppers, under Feix, shared or captured
the league crown six times.
The gridders from Bowling Green,
enter the contest riding the high of the
team's first victory of the year over
Tennessee Tech, 17-0 on Saturday.
Previously the squad had suffered
through five consecutive losses.
It lias been noted by many followers
of both the university's and Western's
football programs that records mean
nothing when the two teams square off
for the yearly meeting, but Feix feels
otherwise, this season.
"I don't know about this year," said
Feix. "We'renot very good and they're
obviously awfully good.
"I think the records are a pretty
good indication of this year's situation
and maybe the game."
But Kidd believes differently and
aaidthalUUtopparoaachmaybepUy
ing an old coach's game of downplaying the significance of rivalry.
"His team ia not bad. He's just had
a lot of away games," said Kidd. "He
certainly doesn't have a bad team.
He's psyctung us.
"He isn't gouig to throw any snow
job at me and say they aren't good.
Regardless of the teams' records going into the clash, Kidd said his
players need to be motivated to over- come the tradition factors associated
with the game.
"We can't look at their record," said
the coach. "We have to look at 'the
paat history of the Eastern-Western
games- the rivalry."

Runners gain first win at Berea
In vitation a I cross country meet
By George Gabehart
Sports editor
They had to wait a long time, nearly a year and a half, but members of
the men's cross country squad
brought the team's first victory since
1982 back to campus last weekend.
The Colond runners captured the
Berea Invitational meet behind the
strong performance of Jay Hodges as
well as the other members of the
squad.
Hodges turned in the blistering time
of 25 minutes and 37 seconds over the
five-mile circuit as he captured his first
victory of the season.
The victory also produced Hodges'
fastest time this season and his first
win as a Colonel.
Hodges is competing for the first
semester at the university since
transferring from Cumberland College
this season.
The Colonels were also bolstered by
strong performances from first-year

runners Andreas Mueller and Damn
Kinder.
Mueller, a recruit from Germany,
turned in his best showing of the year,
finishing third in the race with a time
of 26:18.
Kinder, a freshman who has been improving steadily since the season
began, also turned in his best effort of
the year, finishing fourth in 26:31.
The other two Colonel finishers who
counted in the scoring were Ron King
in ninth at 26:54. and Stephen Duffy
at the 10th spot in 26:54.
The Colonels finished the meet with
a total of 27 points, far ahead of the
second-place challengers from Northern Kentucky University with 63.
Once again, the women's cross country team showed its strength by taking second-place honors at the West
Virginia Invitational.
'
The only squad to defeat the
Colonels was host West Virginia
Barb Lane the Colonels' sensational

freshman finished second in the individual competition with a clocking
of 17:21.
Lane has not finished lower than second in any outing this fal and she has
not been beaten by an Ohio Valley
Conference foe.
Maria Paaerentzoe finished a strong
fourth with a clocking of 17:46.
The other Colonel finishers included
Fudgie Cuthbert at 10th place in
18:17. Paula Garrett at 14th place in
18:36 and Barb Fennell at the 19th
spot in 18:52
The Colonels were narrowly edged
out by the Mountaineers by a score of
44-48.
The squad easily defeated the teams
from California State (Pa). Slippery
Rock,
the
Naval
Academy.
H aggers town, and the University of
Pittsburgh.
Both the men's and women's squads
are currently preparing for the OVC
championships set for Oct. 29.
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News capsule
Learning skills to offer
free tutorials daily

his wife. Joanne, posted a 85.000
surety bond.

For students who need help in the
classroom, the Department of Learning Skills offers free tutorial services.
Prom 9:16 a.m. until 8:16 p.m.
Monday through Friday and from 6
until 8 p.m. Tuesday tutorials are
available.
Interested students should contact
the office in Keith 226.
Tutors are available in accounting,
economics, math, chemistry, physics,
psychology, biology, history, anatomy
and English. .

University president
elected to top post

Audubon film series
begins 22nd season
Again this year, the university will
present the 1983-84 Audubon Wildlife
Film Series.
The remaning three films of the
four-part series are "Smoky Mountain
Magic," on Nov. 1, "Saguaro
Country," on March 6 and "Summer
in Kiwi Land," on April 3.
The films will begin at 7:30 p.m. in
the Hiram Brock Auditorium.

Autumn splendor

Richmond officials
receive rulings in case

As the warm summer weather fades, leaves begn to cover the campus
and often provide a natural playground for both man and animal ~ or least
little boys and cats.

Special Judge Caswell Lane
scheduled the new trial date for
Richmond Mayor William Strong and
City Commissioner Monty Joe Lovell
for Jan. 24.
Caswell also ruled that the pair could
receive a fan- trial in Madison County
and didn't need a change of venue.
Strong and Lovell were charged with
agreeing to take $10,000 in bribes from
two bar owners in return for a
favorable vote to extend drinking
hours to 1 ajn.
The two officials went to trial
originally in June but it ended in a
hung jury.
City Commissioner Mike Brewer
and elementary school principal
Dudley "Boots" Hendricks were
sentenced for their parts in the same
affair.
Both were placed on two year
probation, ordered to pay $500 in fines
and required to work four hours a week
for one year at the Richmond Parks
and Recreation Department.

Photos by Sharee Wortman

White released
from jail on bond
Harvey Ricky White II, arrested in
the stabbing incident of Anthony
Johnson, was in trial at Madison
County District Court Wednesday.
As of press time, no decision had
been reached in the case.
White was freed from the Madison
County Jail when Dr. Jerry Perry and

All you can eat! ,
Spagetti $3.50
Every Thursday 11 a.m. til 7 p.m.

Downtowner Resturant

...one more song
by the boys
in the band

Dr. J.C. Powell, president of the
university, has been selected chairman
of the Kentucky Advisory Conference
of Presidents at its September
meeting.
The group was established by the
1982 General Assembly to advise the
Council on Highe Education on
matters concerning the universities.
The conference is composed of the
eight state university presidents.

Tuition increases
proposed by CHE
University students may face a
seven percent increase in tuition each
fall for the next two years it the
Council on Higher Education approves
the recommendation made by the
Financial Affairs Committee at the
Oct. 13 meeting.
If the plan is adopted, tuition for
resident students would increase from'
$388 to $415 for the 1984-85 year and
to 8442 for 1985-86.
Non-resident students at the
regional universities would face an
increase from 81,163 to 81,245 in
1984-85. and to 81.327 in 1985-86.
The council is expected to decide on
the proposal at its next meeting, Nov.
16.

ROTC Day scheduled
for Saturday, Nov. 5
Again this year, the Reserved
Officers' Training Corps will be sponsoring Army ROTC Day on campus.
This year, the date is Nov. 5.
Parachuting, rappelling. displays
and demonstrations will be conducted
from 10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. at the
Begley Concourse.
Also, an exciting halftime show will
take place at the intermission of the
university's game against Ohio Valley
foe Tennessee Tech.

Demographic sheets
are now available
Demographics sheets required for
registration for the spring semester
can be picked up beginning Monday.
Oct. 17 in Combs 219.
Students can pick up their sheets according to the following schedule:
81ormorehrs. Oct. 17.18,21.24
49-80 hours
Oct. 19.20.21,24
17-48 hours
Oct. 25. 26
0-16 hours
Oct. 27. 28
After Oct 31. students will be
required to pick their sheets up in the
Coates Building.

Midnight Special

Featuring
Homecooked Meals - Sated Bar - Friaaaly Atmosphere

10% off with student I.D.
(Excluding Special Offers)

Carousel Liquors
Richmond Plaza
623-3361

Stomp
em
Hilltoppers!
Richmond's One Stop Party Shop!

"jjMBafo"

Managers
Chris Foley
Barrls Baker

Thursday. Friday. Saturday

...only at the dog

*

*
»
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University married housing
rates 'average' in most cases
By

Photo by Sean Bkkit

Market survey

Amy Ralston, left. Mary Cloud and Sally Schmaedecke. all freshman students living in Case Hall, find late night snacks are very

Editor

In comparison to other state universities, Eastern ranks in the middle in
the provision of mail led housing
facilities.
Of the five school, surveyed, the
university was third in the total
number of units.
The leading provider is the University of Kentucky.
The Lexington school has a total of
428 units for married students and
single parents.
"We've got seven or eight
unoccupied," said Molly Haire. staff
assistant fcr apartment twmsriwg at
UK. "However, we expect them to be
filled within two weeks or so."
The Lexington units are divided into
three locations, according to Haire.
Second place in the housing
numbers game belongs to Morehead
State University.
Morehead has 314 furnished units,
according to Jim Morton, director of
student housing.
Because of the demand, Morton said
the units are allotted on a priority
basis.
"We give the first choice to the
married couples," said Morton. "Then,
we go to the single parents with

sustaining during mid-term week, but do require a trip to (he grocery store.

Police beat
The following reports were made to
the Division of Public Safety last
week. This column includes only
reports involving university students
and personnel:
Oct 7:
Billy J. Cohen of Keene Hall was arrested
for the charge of public intoxication.
Elizabeth Long of Telford Hall reported
$20 was taken from her room.
Leila Hodges of Martin Hall reported the
theft of a wallet. The contents and the
wallet was vakied at S26.
Charles Madie of Commonwealth Hall
reported that a windshield wiper was torn
off and his truck deck was scratched while
parked in Commonwealth parking lot. The
value of the damage was unknown.
Guy Booth of Todd Hall was cited for
possesion of marijuana.

Melissa Bonnet tr of Sullivan Hall
reported the theft of a wallet from her room.
The wallet contained S10 but the value of
the wallet was unknown.
Edward Marshall of Commonwealth Hall
reported damage done to the front fenders
and hood of his car while it was parked in
Commonwealth parking lot The damage
estimates were unknown.
Rita Bowling reported a trash chute fire
in Combs Hall. The fire department
responded and the building was evacuated.
Oct 8:
AD anonymous caller reported the sounding of the fire alarms ii the Foster
Building. The fire department responded,
but there was no smoke or sign of fire. After
an inspection, it was determined that the
alarm system had malfunctioned.

Oct*
Douglas Lawsou of Mattox Hall was
arrested for the charge of public
intoxication.

Stephen Johnson of Keene Hall reported
that two males attempted to steal three
pizzas from hin while he was delivering to
Commonwealth Hall. The pizzas were
damaged and their value was given at (23.
Oct 10:
Brian S. Gibbs of 916 Vila Drive was
arrested for the charge of driving under the
influence of intoxicants.
Oct 11:

Wayne Smlfey of Keene Hall was arrested
for the charge of public intoxication.
Anthony Jones of OTJonnell Hall
reported the theft of a ring. The value of the
ring was given at 1360.

Elder Gobh, assistant director of the
physical plant, reported the theft of tools
from some trucks at the maintenance plant.
The tools were valued at $180.
Oct 12:

Debbie Lewis of Telford HsU reported the
theft of a backpack from Alumni 119. The
value of the backpack and contents was
given at SI 10,
Joel WUch of Todd Hall reported theft of
a textbook valued at J3.3.50 from the
library.
Chris Arnette of Keene Hall reported the
theft of a bicycle from the Keene Hall bike
rack. The item was valued was given at
$102.

children, full-time faculty, graduate
assistants, graduate students and,
finally, undergraduate students."
According
to
Morton,
approximately 80 percent of the units
are used by married couple, and only
10 graduate assistants were able to be
housed in the married facilities.
"Usually, we can find places for
more of the grad assistants and grad
students, but it was tight this year,"
said Morton.
The Brockton facility at this
university can accomodate 277
couples, according to Jack Hutchinson, director of housing
According to Hutchinson, an additional 60 unit* are used for tingle
students because of the housing crisis
on campus several years ago.
Directly below the Brockton figures
are those held by the University of
Louisville.
According to Denise DickersonGifford, director of housing, there are
250 married apartments scattered
throughtout two locations.
The occupancy rate at the Louisville
apartment complexes constantly
remains at 100 percent capacity, said
Dickerson Gifford
Western Kentucky University
brought up the rear in the surveyed
schools with just 16 units.
"There is a very, very bng waiting
list," said John Osborne, director of
housing. "There has been considerable
talk of building more facilities;
however, there is also an inadequate
amount of money to devote to it."
Osborne said four of the apartments
are located within the dormitories and
the others are located throughout the
outskirts of the campus
Osborne said the units are awarded
on a first-come, first-serve basis as
long as one member of the married
couples is a full-time student.

"The main complaint is the repair
service," said Osborne. "The length'of
time it takes to get them done is a
problem."

Central Liquor Store
your* home away from home

Oct IS:

Peggy L. Payne of Case Hall was arrested
for the charge of making a terroristic threat.
••

Beat Western
(Again)!

Illlj U*KU>JUii<lJ

■
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MAR-TAN OPTICAL, INC

Eastern also finished in the middle
of the pack when the monthly rental
charge, were compared.
The lowest figues belonged to the
units at Morehead.
According to Morton, the rerit
ranges from 6130-6166 a month
depending on whether a couple lives in
the efficency apartments, the onebedroom units or the mobile homes.
The cost at Western was second
lowest, ranging from $136-6150. .-.
The Brockton complex includes oneand two-bedroom apartments,
efficiency apartments, economy apartments and trailers.
The rent ranges from $130-6180 a
month, according to Hutchinson. „'
According to Dickerson-Gifford,
Louisville's rental rates go from 6165
a month fcr the smallest efficiency
apartment up to $250 a month for a
two-bedroom unit.
The most expensive university, is
Kentucky, which also had the greatest
number of units for married housing.
Haire said costs go from 6186. a
month all the way up to 6360 amonthfor the two-bedroom apartments.
All the directors agreed that trying
to keep the residents happy was-an
important part of their jobs.
Osborne said little is heard about the
maintenance of the units because the
units are "close of campus at a good
cost and in good condition.''
"I think they are kept up well," said
Dickerson-Gifford. "Having a jane
maintenance staff keeps everyone
pretty happy."
She added that a resident of each
complex is given the job of landscaping and keeping the grounds neat.

J/lZi
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1890'S Saloon

Shop and Save
Corner East Main and Collins
8:00 AM. to 12:00 P.M. MOIft- SAT.

Presents

Beat Western

UMf Captain D's

Pre-Game Party
"Breakfast Of Champions19
Students Made to Feel at Home

Special Beverage Prices

jSupxame...
A korpa ooo4 tarrtng of atwtmp,
ortaab moot, otoms ond whMo nan
wwhspioMaYiwIna

Youroriotoe
ofjdreeaingi

Open 10:30 a.m.
205 GERI LANE

623-4267

Jtawylornok

$2.69

Eastern By-Pass

FOR
Abo Captain D's
New Choices For A Change

*

Evening buffet
Special
all you can eat <$ -2.7C
Every
MONDAY and THURSDAY
5-8 p.m.
* 1

Mb*

• Fresh Tossed Salad with choice of 3 dressings
• Hot, country-style White Beans
Salad or Beans may be substituted for trench tries
or cole slaw with any order
^
{^JMjfWJ06Md>OlQd^

THIS COUPON IS WORTH
YOUR CHOICE OF

3
2

BEAN
TACOS

FISH ft FRIES

I T •

FOR ONLY
*

OK

MEAT
TACOS

I T •

0

PWase preterit coupon when ordering Um» one coupon per customer per visa.
Customer must pay sskrt las. Offer good on weekdays only. •

$1.50

Two tender fish fillets,
natural ait french fries
and 2 southern style hush

Oflsr and Mr-It tan 1047
IOMBWM nt, aasaawan

FISH & FRIES
FOR ONLY

$1.50
Oak* ass* tea* an 1047-

■ JsrtMJUatStf....

natural cut french fries
and 2 southern style hush
puppies.

CaytainD'a
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Authors
get extra
funding

Alumni to assist
students, faculty
(Continued from Page 1)
university is a big part of this
program."
! -One example of this function will be
utilized next week in Columbus, Ohio.
i The university will maintain a booth
at the annual Association for School,
College and University Staffing
.convention; however, the university
. didn't have the manpower to staff the
booth all day.
- "Art Harvey (assistant director of
• CD&Pl will have meeting* to go to and
won't have time to work the booth,"
-said Zimmerman. "However, two
alumni coordinators in the area
volunteered their time to work."
. The final function of the network is
to assist in providing job referrals to
the university, in which Zimmerman
Said he is personally the jpost
'interested ia
"Maybe, they can refer permanent
jobs, professional jobs, summer jobs,
co-op jobs by watching what's going
on in their community," said
Zimmerman. "But they aren't
employment placement agencies. They
don't have to find jobs for the
students."
. Besides helping the university, the
Alumni Career Network will. have
several advantages for the alumni who
participate m the program.
"It is a way for alumni to still feel
they are a part of the university," said
Zimmerman "Also, our alumni are

to our best advantage.
"We have 60.000-plus alumni and
think of how many potential job
contacts and different types of
employers we can get." said
Zimmerman.
v_

(Continued from Page II

According to Zimmerman, the
alumni who get involved in this
program will probably be more
receptive to the fund raising activitee
of the university.
For students and faculty members
interested in the network, Zimmerman
said they should come to the offices in
Jones 319. At first the CD&P staff will
have to explain the system to them
before they are given their job contact.
Although the project has taken a
year to gat off the ground. Zimmerman
believes the network will only continue
to grow once it actually gets into
action.
"I can see this thing mushrooming
three or four times where we will have
over 600 coordinators across the nation," said Zimmerman. "And I would
like to see alumni chapters established in as many cities as possible."
The hopes of an annual reunion of
the network coordinators at
Homecoming, of increased student
recruitment, and of increased job
opportunities for future graduates
aren't out of the realm of possibility.
according to Zimmerman.

Photo by Sean Hhim

Mapping his course

Ed Kuhn, a junior geology major from Cincinnati, gathers Ns materials as he prepares to sketch a map in his cartography
class in the Roark Building.

Newspaper article adds to department's identity crisis
By Jennifer Lewis
Staff writer
The Department of Training for
police officers has been nestled in the
Stratum Building along with the
' university's College of Law Enforcement for many years.
As a result, the department has
. suffered an identity crisis because of
; its location kt a university facility and
- it is often thought to be a part of the
• law enforcement department.
But
according
to
William
.' Edmundsoa division director of the
; department, the Department of
• Training is a state agency and a
• separate entity from the university.
"We have ia no way indicated that
', EKU conducted this course." said

Edmundson. "We gone to considerable
lengths to establish our own identity,
even to the point of changing our
address from EKU to Kit Carson
Drive."
The latest incident of mistaken
identity occurred two weeks ago when
a Shelby ville newspaper published an
article concerning three black police
recruits from Shelby ville who recently
failed the Department of Training's
basic training course.
The Sentinel-News article consistently referred to the department as
the "EKU basic training course."
According to the article, black
lead vs confronted the city council four
mo'iths ago about the lack of black
off cent in the city's police department.

Since that time, three black recruits
from Shelbyville have been sent to the
Department of Training and none of
the three completed the department's
basic training course.
The Rev. Louis Colemin. of
Shelbyville contended that Shelby
hasn't been the only city to have
trouble getting blacks through the
program. He and the author of the
article both affiliated the course with
the university.
"There have always been problems
with Eastern," Coleman said, in the
article. ". . .A lot of blacks have been
phased out of Eastern. A lot have
made it, but a lot have been phased
out," he was quoted as saying.
But Edmundson clarified Coleman's

references to the university.
"The agency to which is referred in
that article is not the university," he
said. "We have one set of standards
for everybody. We train, teach and
test everyone just alike."
The department started a job task
Jysis two years ago a review their
owntrBtaingand testing methods for
evidence ot~any discrimination.
according to Edmundson
The organization started on campus
14 years ago under the administration
of President Robert R Martin. He
worked with Dr. Robert Stone and
Robert Posey to establish statewide
standards for officer training, according to Edmundson. Both Stone and

Posey were law enforcement department officials
j,
Prior to their efforts, there was no
organized training in Kentucky except
for in-house training at the larger
police departments, said Edmundson.
But that's where the relationship
between the department and the
university ends.
"We enjoy a good working relationship with the university and the
department of law enforcement. We
exchange a lot of training information
and materials," said Edmundson.
"We are appreciative of the university housing and assisting us," said
Edmundson. "But we are obligated to
the university only in location."

No more than 50 percent of the total
publishing cost may be funded to a
faculty author, which usually covers
the cost of producing the text. The
remaining SO percent, which covers
editing and business costs, is paid by
the publisher.
This percentage wss set to
discourage what Dixon called a
"vanity press" in which a worthless
book is published by a wealthy person,
simply to make him or her feel like a
"scholar."
Dr. Branley Branson, professor of
biological science and one faculty
author who benefited from the subsidy
from the university, said the
university is very selective in the
books they subsidize.
"I think we have pretty good quality
control. We've rejected more i
manuscripts than we've accepted."
said Branson, who is also a member of
the University Press of Kentucky"
committee.
The University Press of Kentucky's
editorial assistance will continue to be
used in preliminary evaluations of
manuscripts If the manuscript is not
in University Press of Kentucky's area
of publication, they will then suggest
other possible publishers who may
accept the manuscript.
"Scholarly books." which will be the
only books accepted for consideration
for institutional funding, were described by Dixon as "generally books which
cost more money to produce than they
will make in sales."
After the publication of a book
subsidized by the university, the
author of the book receives no
royalties until the school has recouped
the funded amount.
Books published by scholarly
presses are usually sold to campus
bookstores and to libraries across the
nation.
Dixon said other universities in
Kentucky, such as Murray State
University, the University of
Louisville, the University of Kentucky
and Western Kentucky Univeristy.
have a similar working relationships
with the University Press of Kentucky
as the university possesses.
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AN you cai Eat!

PIZZA
$2.75
Tonight
5-8
Eastern By-Pass
Location Only

The
Eastern
Progress
is now accepting
applications for
the position of
i Ads Sales
^Representative.
t Deadline for
applications is
I October 28th.
«

For more
Information call
; 622-1872.
I Or stop by
our office at
Room 117
Donovan Annex.
Marilyn Bailey
Advisor

MADISON
GARDEN
ROCKS
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MISS OCTOBER
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A big hello to all our friends in
GEOLOGY
Open 4:00 P.M.
'Eastern King of the Hill
Hallfween ctstNM party Oct 31st

No One Under 20 Admitted

CLASSMATE
DATA *HEET
NameCMa^aVf ^BMawMi
HeightS 8 Ae.gnt 119 _.

Birthdate iOj/lJ(fiJl
Bi rth p i ac e IjabMauKjAiC

*
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♦
*
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Turn-Ons QfmwWf
Turn-Offs a«^»'wgwfr«a
Favorite Movie feAj Iff.
Favorite Song UP&£t

5

Favorite TV Show
SfuvunJ 4Jo9pi&£
Secret Dream to BawSMI

Phone 3 Lounge

Ptxaos B.

SEAN ELKINS

PRESENTS

ASYLUM

•

Official Stu
fcASTfRNKC

4-7 Daily
'Pitchers of Water «»
$1.50
v>

*

HOURS:

UDI0

RICHMOND.
KENTUCKY

Mon Sal .
10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sun

I 6pm

Phone
6242727
"The College Shop'
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Chicago
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
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Metodw ia a sophomore majoring in Interior Design. She ia modeling jeans by JORDACHE" .
(Promotional considerations by: RICHMOND BANK. NIKE; CREATIVE ARTS. J. SUITERS MILL.
FORGET ME NOT FLOWERS. HALL'S ON THE RIVER. LONG JOHN SILVER'S. MR. GATTI'S.
BENNIGANS. WENDY'S, HAIRMASTER'S SALON. BLUE GRASS COCA-COLA. C & H RAUCH.
WESTERN STEER, AND THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY. Uaten today for the WLAP-FM
Claa.ro.tr of the Month Interview, heard exclusively at 2:20 p.m.. and at 7:20 p.m.. on WLAP-FM 94>->.l

455 EASTERN
BY-BASS
SHOPPERS
VILLAGE
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Get the convenience of a Total Drug Store
within a Total Food store...

The Kroger Pharmacy is a complete
drug store within a food store. It is
a Kroger Pharmacy backed by a
total Kroger commitment. Every
service and professional skill you
associate with a complete drug
store is yours in the Kroger Pharmacy. The only difference is they
are conveniently located under the
same roof you do your grocery
shopping, YOU will find a registered
pharmacist you can put your confidence in; a person with every bit
as much training—and experience—as anyone doing the same
job in a separate drug store, YOU
will find the same services and

•selection you expect, too; complete record keeping, third party
prescription acceptance, a full line
of generic drugs and over-thecounter items, along with basic
sick room supplies. The same services and selection you expect in a
complete pharmacy because that's
what Kroger offers—a complete
pharmacy. And you'll find one thing
you probably won't get in an old
fashioned drug store—Kroger's
famous cost-Cutter Prices. Co
Krogering and get to know your
Kroger pharmacist today. You'll get
the best of everything, including
the price.

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ Pharmacy coupon HUM
299

II

OFF
on any New or Transferred

Prescription
3rd Party Plans Excluded
D-24

Umlt 1 coupon per customer.
COOd thru Sat. Oct. 22.1983.
Richmond Kroger Store Only

Visit Your Richmond Kroger Pharmacy!

